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J. SIDl.JEY PETERS
AND VIRGilJIA PROHIBITION

1916-1920

CHAFT&'! I
PROLOGUE TO

PBOHIBITIO~

When Virginians went to the polls on September 22,

1914, the ballot offered the alterna-cives:

"For .Statewide

?rohibition 11 and "Against Statewide Prohibition."

Althou~h

it was technically correct, more appropriate alternatives

would have been

11

For Statewide Prohibition" and

ing Local Optiona"

11

For 3.etain-

Local option had been in effect since

1886, and ma:ny, either through conf"..lsion or design, assumed

,

that a defeat would open the entire state to the lia_uor traffic. Virginia's prohibition referendum of 1914 was the
culmi~iation

cf a long and well-er..gineered campaign, waged.

by the Anti-Salcon League and its preacher allies,

assisted by the HoP.an's
similar groups.

Christian Teu:perance Union and

An indication of the interest generated by

the question was the size of the voter turn ou't.
1c

•

("

J.

and

A two to

P ears on and ,;- • .:.a.win
..... ~ ·
-- d r1c.
· k s, ;.:1auor
,.. ·
~en
and

!r.Ji-liauor in Vir~i::ia, 1619-192.9 (DurhaG, ~-:.c.: Duke
liniversity Fress, 1967), pp. 287-8. Hereafter cited as
Pearson, Liauor and .~nti-licuo:- .. ~ ••

[1]

2

one victory for proh,.b:1.tiozi- came froni a total vote of
158,000, compared to 7J,OOO in the 1909 gubernatorial

election, 97,000 in the 1911 U.S. Senate race, and 135,000
in the 1912 Presidential race between Wilson, Taft and Roosevelt. 2
Passions ran high in this election, and much lingering
bitterness was generated by the charges and countercharges
hurled back and forth during the campaign.
in deciding a

q~estion

Throughout the

Such is inevitable

which so affects people's person.al lives.

ca~paign

the figures of James Cannon, Superin-

tendent of the Virginia Anti-Saloon League, and his lieutenants
loomad high among the dry ranks.
most

They directed one of the

organizations to be found in American political

s~illful

h!story.3
Once the central question was answered by the voters,
it remained for the General Assembly, meeting in 1916, to
pass enabling legislation in the forI!l of the Eapp Act to
carry out the prohibition mandate effective as of November 1,

1916.
This study will seek to reveal the reasons for both
the success
years.

a~d

failure af Virginia prohibition in its early

The focus will be on the Department of Prohibition and

its controversial, first commissioner, J. Sidney Peters, from
2 Robert A. Hohner, "Prohibition in Virginia, 1901-16"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, :lepartment of Eist0ry,
Duke University, 1965), p. 153. Hereafter cited as ~ohner,
aprohibition in Virginia.~
""' ~ee
~
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1916 to 1920.

These years saw the shift to either grudging

or enthusiastic acceptance of. prohibition by many of its

former foes, and then a shift in increasing numbers to
disillusioned hostility, directed mainly against the Com-

missioner and his Department.
For an understanding of this experiment in legis-

lating morals, the following historical summary is offered.
It may be observed and borne. in mind. that prohibition, when

it did come to Virginia, was a political victory rather than
a moral conversion, and therein lay much of the problem in
making its operation a success.

As enacted in 1886 the Local Option Law allowed a
locality to decide by :popular vote whether a license should
be issued for selling liquor.

It would be no longer 11ecessar:1

to wait for a judge, per.haps wi t·h tL."'lsyrr.pa thetic vie;-rn or
under com... licting pressures, to decide a saloon was "ur1sui table" for the corer:mnity.

The passage of t!'le act was hailed a..s

a der:iocratic solution to liquor evils throt:.ghout the state,
and where d.ry sentiment prevailed elections brought quicic
relief.

By 1902

twenty-three of Virginia.: s one hundred cou..rities

had no lice:nseC. be.rs, and there were only two or three bars
.
4
in ele"len ether coun t iss.

However, Negroes were generally wet, and in areas
where they were in the n:ajori ty, ·11et sentiment was especially

4Act3 and Resolutions of the Gen~~al Assemblv of the
State of Vi.!"'Zin.:!.a: 1886 \i:1.ic.i'rn:ond:

Printing, 1886). chapter 243.
er·al Ass.::mblY ~...!...!..·
PP~

c
167 -·..J'

l

,.~

·'

~OJ-..:..

Su-perI~-i"Ccnd.ent or' Fublic

2ereafter cited as

Ac~s

of Gen-

Pearson: Liauor and Anti-liaucr ••• ,

4
stro:ng.

Al though rural areas were drying up, urban areas were

not," and although ari increasing number of !ocalities

~oted

out

liquor, the total nuffiber of selling places throughout the state
did not decrease.

i:·iost troubling to thinking citizens' wet or

dry., was the new condition
illustrated
in .Lancaster County,
.
.
.
where seventy-five speakaasies and blind tigers, both iliegal

....
drinking places, replaced the twenty-five or thirty former saloons."''

Apart from its mixed success, public reaction was
also mixed on local option.

hilitants, both wet and d:ry,

opposed it as a compromise with :principle, but moderates
:found in it a way of attacking the saloon without giving in
.
.. 6
to prohibition or the ideas behind 1~.
Sentiment and support was growing for a general

dry

law, but it would require direction and organization to
succeed.

Virginia's Prohibition Party never polled more than

2,.500 votes in a statewide election.

Its weak::less was due to

its limited platform and to the fear of splitting the white
vote, which might enable a 1·;egro Republican to be elected.
Negroes were disfranchise.d-in 1904 as a result of the con-

stitutional convention of 1901-2, but by 1904 the young

Vir~

ginia Anti-Saloon League was eoerging as a potent political
force in its own right, which further diminished interest in
the Prohibition Party.7
Sibid.·, pp. 184-5, 187.
6
roid., p. 191

?Ibid., pp. 191, 21.5.
.aalph c. hcDanel, The Virginia
Constitutio1:.a.l Ccn•1er1tion oi' 1901-1902 (3altimare: Johns Hop1{ins

·5
Temperance drives in earlier years by the WCTU,
Good Templars, Sons of Temperance, and the Washingtonians
had built a base of dry opinion, but it fell to the new
Anti-Salo'on League to seize and direct the movement to victory.

8

The Virginia chapter of the League got off to a
modest start at Richmond on Larch 12, 1901.

Dr.
as

s. c.

:rhey elected,

Nitche.11 as President and the Rev. C. H. Cra}'lford

Superintendent, the officer ·:who directed the day to day

operations of the League.

Subsequent organizational efforts

often aroused hostility among local people.

Crawford had

to leave·. a tOi.'m in 190 2 after he was publicly whipped at the
Press, 1928), pp. 45-50. An article of the new constitution,
which went into effect in 1904, enfranchised only those men
who were veterans or sons of veterans of the United States
or Confederate armed services, paid at least one dollar in
state taxes, could read, or, if illiterate, could understand
the cons ti tutio:r1 Hhen read to them. Thus the convention
sldrted violation of the Fourteenth and Fi.fteenth Amendr:icnts
of the u. s. Constitution. l-icDanel revealed the effective disfranchisement of the Negroes while permitting illiterate whites
to vote through d.iscriminate application of the 11 understandine:
clause." Ironically, many illiterate whites failed tc register
because of pride or for fear of being turned down.
8
Pearson, Liauor and Anti-Liauor ••• , pp. 222-J.
Elsewhere, Pearson discussed the societies, their aims and
work. 'J. he Washingtonians moved in from the Eorth in 1841. Its
members were reformed drunks and attracted little interest
among the raiddle an(l upper classes. 'l'he Sons of Temperance,
entering from the Horth in 1844, aimed at the middle class and
sought to complement the Hashingtonians. Carpetbaggers brought
in the Good Ter::plars in 1867, and 'While similar to the Sons of
rremperance' its membership was open to i;egroes •. The Woman Is
Christian Temperance Union, resembling the Good Templars, established a Virginia branch in in 1878 but at first alarmed conservative Virginians by its unladylike zeal and agressiveness. By
1904 the WCTU \·:as the only group of any consequence besides
the Anti-Sa.loon Leaeue in Virginia.
1

.6

hands·; of a local judge,

The League concentrated on the churches

and entered into many local option fights.

By 1902 local leagues

were established in sixty counties, and by 1903 newspapers were
taking the League more seriously.

James Cannon, Jr. gaV1ed

his first recognition when he and Hitchell fought for adoption
of the Barbour-Quarles Resolution into the bill of rights of
the revised constitution of 1901-02.

The unsuccessful ameEdment

would have forbidden issuance of a license to sell liquor :,Ji thout
a written request of a majority of the affected voters of a
precinct.

It l·:ns voted dm·m after a hot fight, but dry leaders

rejoiced in later years, feeling its inclusion would have made
_statewide prohibition more difficult to achieve. 9 The League
found r.mch encourage1"1ent in a cons ti tutio:n.al provision, giving
the General Assembly the power to prohibit the manufacture and
sale of liquor.

'.rhe League hailed it as recognition of the

evil character of the liquor business a:r:d viewed it as the bb.sls
"
f u t ure . ac·ion.
t.
J.O
!Or
Using some of its ne.w powers the General Assembly :i.n
1903 pass eel the Lann Act, co-authored. by Cannon and Senator
\-fj_lliam Hodges

i~ann,

requiring licenses and erapovrering judGes

of local county, circuit, or corporation courts to approve
application:::; i:n areas of over 500 population.

Where the

population l·:as less, application could be approved only where
9

roi~., pp. 224-JO.
Virginius Dabneys Dr_y_ i·:essiah,
The lif:3 of j'.)ishon C3.rmon (Eew York: Alfred A. Y..nopf, 191}9),
pp. L!-9-50. Eereafte.r cited as Dabney, Dr~[ I·.ess iE:. t_.
Pearson,

lO!.~f.ts

.of Ge:-1s:ral Assembly:

Liql..~or

l.2_QJ., chapt. J61.

ancl ::;.nti-li_g_uor .... , .p. 230 ..

adequate policing was available and a majority of the population
was favorable.

The results of the act fully satisfied Senator

Mann, who clained 700-800 saloons were closed in rural districts
as a result.

11

It was in no way a coincidence that the ascendency and
increasiri.g influence of Cannon within the Anti-Saloon League
paralleled that organization's increasingly important role
in the

teopera~ce

movement in Virginia.

He was its ?resident

from 1904 to 1906 and took over as its Superintendent from
1909 till his elevation in the I•:ethodist Church to Bishop

He saw the liquor question in political

of Texas in 1918.
ter~s,

and at his urging the Virginia League br-oke with the

existing policy of its clergy and lay members and went political at its 1905 convention by agreeing to seek position statements on te~perance from all political candidates. 12
The for2erly wet Delegate, 3ichard Zvelyn Byrd maQe
an about face on the liquor question ari-d, :-;hen

-

was proruoted to Speaker of the House

(Jf

reele~-ced,

Delegates with machine

backing and with the support of the Anti-Saloon League after
his support of the

.f~arm

Act.

He and Carmon co-authored the

Byrd Act of 1902 which defir-ed liquor and tightened up
and raised the cost of licensing.

It went on to close so-called

"fake clubs", selling liquor to merr.bers, and strengthened enforce-

ment and prosecution by
11 roi d

-

-

.,

placin~

pp. 231-32.

12-id , pp. 2.52.
:!--9.:_:_.

the burden of the proof of

. 8

innocence on the accused.

13

The Martin machine insisted on dispensaries, to which
the League did not protest and adr:litted.
11

tactical 11 concession on their part.

it~

was:a temporary

Liquor interests were

not frightened and apparently were unaware that the League
was shifting to the quest for complete prohibition despite
gains under the Byrd Law.

A sign of

the times was the call

of Governor Glenn of North Carolina to his audience at the
1908 League
Gentlemen.

to " 1 get on the prohibition bant'h1agon,
It's going to win! • 1114
conv~ntion

For the moment, however, Cannon was more interested.
in building a political base than in prohibition, and he
was concerned lest they move ahead of public opinion.

He

persuaded the 1909 convention to stick with local option and
to support the machine candidate for c;over·nor, William Hodges
Hann, earning the gratitude of the Eartin machir•e which
was firmly associated with local option.

There have been

claims by some, refuted by others, of a deal between Caru1on
and Lartin in i-1hich the former agreed not to push for prohibition durlng 11ann 1 s term in
1 ')

exchange for later machine

support. -

l3Ibid., pp. 256-58.

Acts of General Ass~mbly:. 19Q_§,

chap,. 189:--Byrd' s Winchester St~I:. was one of the i'e\·1
important 6.ry newspapers in Virginia.
ll.J.R,.
·
.,
d
• e~igious
hera_ld(R"
tic h rnon:

Religious. Herald Company),

February 13, 1906. The Religious Herald was the off ical organ
of the Virginia 3aptist Association.
Pearson, Liquor and
Anti-liguor •.• , pp. 262-J.
l5Dabney, Dry Eessiah,. pp. 54-5.

James Gannon, Jr.,

.9

Deal or no deal, the League came out squarely for
prohibition in its January 1910 convention, but the Assembly,
meeting in session at the time, had no intention of abandoning
option.

Byrd, Lann, and J.lartin all indicated no support

for such an extreme law at that time and defended

themselves

against criticism over the failure of the prohibition bill.
Cannon seems to l1ave realized he had moved too fast and set to
worl{, strengthening his position with the Eartin machine
support J::artin and Claude Sl'mnson
in the Senate prj_mary in 1911 and other machine candid£•tes
in 191.J.

I'iartin was openly grateful, and it did much to

cement the alliance between what has been called
machines.

11

the two

16
11

In 1912-13, realizing they had gone as far

a~

they

could go with local option and were in danger of slipping bacl{
through local referenda, Anti-Saloon League field workers,
the preachers, and the WCTU launched a campaign throughout
the State to line up support for statewide prohibition.
'l'he~·

had much to do with shaping the composition of the

19J-1~

1li.§.hon Cnnnon's OHil Stor:r: Life as I Have Seen It, Hich2rd
1. \Iatson (ed. j (Durham, 1:. c.: Duke Universit;y iress, 195.5),
p. 131. Hereafter cited as Bishon Cannon 1 s Oi.·m Stor.;y_.
Robert A. Hohner, 11 Prohibition and Virginia .Politics: William
HodgeB Fann versus Henry St. George Tucker, 1909, 11 Virginia
1;ag;.~_~e of History and Bio,r:;ranhyt January 1966, p. 107.
Carillon
dented the charge 1;hich Dabney recounted. Eohner disputed the
charge, quoting Lan.n's and Lartin 1 s denials, and maintained
that prohibition was the result, not of a deal, but of the force
the League built up which the machine was powerless to resist.

16

Pearson, Liauor end Anti-liauor ••• , pp.

266~70.

10

legislature, which, with the acquiesence of the Democratic
machine, passed the Williams Enabling Act on Fehruary 18,
providing for a prohibition referendum the following September~ 1 7
Martin's dominant faction of the Democratic Party had
been won over, not by persuasion but by implicit threato from
Cannon that, either the conservative machine would join in the
cause of prohibition, abandoning its wet supporters and the
important liquor interests, or it would be faced with an
alliance of prohibitionists, independent
Glass and

~ontague,

Democr~ts

~

.

like Carter

Progressives, and Republicans, which would

be strong enough to unhorse the machine. 18

In contrast to the highly organized and enthusiastie
drys, wets found themselyes to be leaderless with the defection
of the Ifartin machine. The liquor interests were too embar-

rassingly self-interested to be much use in the campaign. 1'hc
Virginia Association f o Self-government was the best known and
best organized anti-prohi bi ti on group, and it publ:i shed :Lts own
newspaper, The Trumpeter, beginning in July 1914. However, the
Association and its paper bad little reach beyond the cities,
and the issue would be settled i.n the rural are.as. Newspapers
generally were apposed to prohibition, but the pulpits were
17Ibid., pp. 271-2.
Alan Burton Clarke, "Seventeen
Years in the .Desert: An Authentic History of }lrohibj_tion in
Virginia," •J:imes-])is,P_E.tch, November 1, 1933. . Hereaft"er ci t.ed
as Clarke, "~3eventeen Years •••• " Clarke's history was published
as a series from October 30 to November 21, 1933, just following
repeal. He was a respected reporter of the Times-Dispatch and
a contemporary observer of Virginia prohibition.
18Hohner, "Prohibition in Virginia," p. 122.

11
.
19
more persuasive with the voters of rural Virginia.

Perhaps most important was the general readiness,

seen strongest among the middle-class on whom law enforcement
depends, to do away i-1i th the saloon and the evils it had come
to represent.

20

The outcome of the referendum was a sweeping victory
for prohibition's pr·-n"tisans, with a vote of 94,251 to 6),886,
an unusually high turnout.

Counties voted. dry, .. twenty-.six

to t\-renty-three, as did all cities except Richmond, Norfolk,
Williamsbur:.;, and Alexandria.

The Anti-Saloon League spent

$72, 500 and incurred u ;;;24, 000 deficit which. the churches
were asked to help retire.

This they did within a few years.

Can.r.1011 charged, but gave no supporting evidence, that the liquor
intercs~had

spent $1,000,000.

21

Throughout the campaign and after, tl1oughtful Virginians,
both wet and. dry, feared pt'Oblems of enforcement.

Hhi tes and

Negroes without property had been denied the vote

and had

no reason to feel deni.ocraticaTiy commj_ tted.

Pinding liquor

unavailable, they would be potential lawbreakern.

Furthermore 1

opposition would arise from anti-machine forces, the cities,

Clar Ire,

l9~i: earson, .L"iouor an1..~
~ f1.n
' t"i - 1·1auor •••
. ,. 9p. 27.5 - 7 •
11 Seventecn 1 ears ••• , 11 ... Iovernber l and 2, 1933.

Keru1eth Bailey, Southern \-!hi te Protestant:i.srn in the 20th
Centu:ry (liew York: Harper and CompanJ', 19Glt·), p. 163. ·

20 James H. •rimberlake, Prohibition a:nd ths Pro.tg_ies.si ve
Hovcm~t-~900-1920 ( 90.rabridge, Lass:
Harvard University
Press, I9DJy;-pp. 29-JO, 51-52.

21

c1arke,

11

Seventee.-11. Years ••• ,

11

November 2, 1933.

12

and those who simply rejected Cannon/Eartin domina.tmn of their
private lives .. · 3ealizing this·, Can..""lon argued for a moderate
law, more moderate in fact than the referendum question provided.
He described such a position as "'practical idealisw 111 and
• I

't'.l
1.1ine
.au

.

.

opportu."'lls~.

I

H22

The E..""'2.bling Act and referendum of 1914 and the happ

Act of 1916 were political victorif3s a.nd were subject to
political counterattack.

The persuasive spell and momentum

required to win in 19ll} ar..d i!l 1916 would be hard to sustain
ov~r

a period of.years, and the r-:a.rtin r::iachine, having been

coerced into prohibition, lacked any enthusiasm for enforcement
and was content to stand aside as the winds of opposition rose.

22

Pearson, .L.l.Juor and

Anti-~iauo~,

p. 288.

McDanel, Virzinia Cor..stitutio:r:.c.l Gcnve.n1:;ion ••• , pp. 48-.50.

CHAJ?TER II

El"TACTLOOIT OF VIRGINIA :PROHIBITION

The Mapp Law, passed in March and put into effect
as of November 1, 1916, defined ardent spirits as all
liquors, including beer and ale, containing more than o!lehalf of one percent alcohol. It prohibited liquor's manufacture or sale, or its being offered or kept for sale
"as an exercise of the police power cf the state ••• for
the protection of the public health, peace and morals,

...

and all its provisions shall be liberally construed to effect
these objects."

The law went on to provide for tl:e legal.

importation by adult males and adult female heads of households each

mon~h

of one quart of distilled liquor, three

gallons of beer, or one gallon of

~ine.

Thus Car..non coo-

promised with principle in order to assure the passage of
the law, even though the Enabling Act, calling for tne
referendum of 1914, made no provision for legal importation.
This was a striking demonstration of his flexibility in
1
gaining a desir€d end.
1pearson, Liauor and Anti-liauor .•• , pp. 288-9.
Clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• , 11 ~rover:iber 3, 1933.
Dabney,
Dry I'.:essia.h, p. 103.
AC"t3 oi General Asse!!lbly • • • • 11? 16_,
chap. 146.
- .. ~1
1
,_I../ j

14

Enforcement ·was to be under a department of prohibition, making Virginia unique among the states.

Heading it was

to be a commissioner, elected by the General Assembly, with
the power to em.ploy inspectors and attorneys and to supervise
local enforcement· of the dry law throughout the state. Prose-

cutors were able to petition the court for a change of venue,
and witnesses were given immunity

~rom

prosecution but could

not refuse to testify on the grounds of self-incrimination.
To insure vigorous and uniform

enforce~ent,

the Assembly

pa.ssed a so-called "Ous.ter Law" providing for the removal of
local law officers or other officials for drinking, gambling,
or neglect of duty. 2
The Anti-Saloon

~e&gue

of Virginia was very influential

in i;he debates of Maren 5-10 over the Mapp bill. J. Sidney
Peters and Howard Hoge, preacher husband of the Virginia

WCTU president, mingled on the floor with the Delegates, and ·
Ja!:les Cannon, Jr., League superintendent, sat behind G.

Mapp in the Sen.ate, helping plan strategy.

',~;alter

At the convening

of the General Assembly, it had been announced that a Committee of

~oral

and Social Welfare would be established for

each house. This was done at the bidding 6f the League, and
probably of Cannon himself, and they were heavily stacked

drys.3

Every piece of legislation or resolution relating to

prohibition had to pass through these cor:unittees, ..vnich held

2rbid., chap. 451.

Clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• ,"

November 3, i933.
3Dabney, Jry ~essiah, p. 100.
Years ••• ," November 3, 1933.

Clarke, "Seventeen

15
the power of life or death over them.
· Meanwhile Governor Henry
from both

c.

Stuart was under pressure

directions on the.subject- of the proposed office

of commissioner of prohibition.

A New

~larket

petition with

sixty-nine signatures, headed by the town sergeant, urged the
Governor to veto creation of the office, and a letter from
A.G. Gresham thanked the Governor for opposing its creation.
On the other side J. W. Hough, Virginia ...\.,n.ti-Saloon League

president, argued it was essential to have a commissioner
visit areas of the State where the law was likely to

oe

~o

violated

and to see that local law officers were not in league with the
violators. 4
Governor Stuart's final assurance that he would not
veto creation of a department and a commissioner was important
though not crucial to the law's passage, and a veto would
have been futile against the
a~d

fi~.al

88-5 in the House of Delegates.

vote of 35-J in the Senate
Stuart had reco7ered

from the embarrassoent of his much cri ti·cized support of
local option continuance in the 1914 referendum, and he had
lin-ad. up with p!'ohibition's supporters.

However,

1

until the

proposed commissioner was made responsible to the General
Assembly which was to create and fund the departoent, he

4

Petition to Governor f.enry c. Stuart, February 25,
1916 and letters Gresham to Stuart, ?ebruary 7, 1916 and
Hough to Stuart, January 27, 1917, Zxecutive Papers of Governor
H. c~ 3tua~t, 3ox no. l, Division of Archives, Virginia State
Library, Richmond, Virginia • .:iereafter ·cited as E...xecutive
Papers with the r..a.De of the appropriate gc~1ernor.
Bohne:-,
"Frohibi tion in iJirginia: 1901-1916 ," pp. 183.

16

opposed creation of the office.5
In the House of Delegates so much advanced preparation
had been made and commitments secured that amendment attempts
that did not enjoy the blessing of dry organizations or the
Committee on Moral and Social Welfare were rejected with machinelike precision. The office of commissioner was the most frequent
target of amendments. There was the Holman Willis amendment to
strike out the office, which was defeated 62-24, the Love
amendment to make the attorney general an ex-officio commissioner
w~s

struck down 70-21, the Reed amendment to make the commissioner

elective after 1920 was rejected 45-41, as was the Noland amendment to prohibit prohibition officials from engaging in politics, 42-34.

6

Feeling throughout the House ran high, and Delegate

R. F. Leedy of Page County denounced the "hydra-headed piece
of parchment," charging it denied the right of citizens to
trial in their own vicinity and that it set up a spy system.
He scored the''unholy alliance between the .Anti-Saloon League
and the political faction Q-1!artin machine], following the
dictates of opportunism ••• a union between church and state."
As for the assurances that the commissioner would be nonpolitical, Delegate R. Lindsey Gordon of Louisa rejected the
claim by quoting John Pollard, who was then Attorney General, as
5clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• ,"November 3, 1933.

6Ibid..

Times-Dispatch, March 5, 1916.
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saying that he would rather be commissioner of prohibition than
governor of Virginia.

.He scoffed at the claim that the office

would tal<:e prohibition out of poli tic_s and exhibited letters

from Oklahoma,

sayir~

the trial of the office there had

bee..~

dropped as being of little value. 7
Hostile newspapers had predicted before the Assembly
convened

th~t

the job of commissioner would go to J. Sidney

Peters, and they were obviously well
was settled in

~e~ocratic

night of Earch 9.

infor~ed. 8

The question

caucus for House and senate on the

Early evening attempts by chairman

Jordan.

to· leave the appointment to open meeting of the ..;.sse2bly in
order to

allo~1

Republicans and Ind.epenclents to share, lest

refusal "inject a virus which will ultimately destroy the
ter.:perence cause,

:i

·were drowned out in cries a::;cut the arig!1t
0

and. duty" of Democrats to decide in caucu.s. /

J. Sid.."'1.ey Peters was nomi11ated by Senator G. Walter
Napp as a man

n in

every respect best fitted to _discharge the

duties ••• he possesses a wide lmowledge of men from many
angles••• rand] his genuine deYOtion to the cause ca.11-"'1.0t be

called into question."

The unctuous seconding speech of

Ser.ator Holt of Sewport jews brought

laughter as many recalled

he had led the fight in the 1914 Senate against prohibition
7Ibid.
Though machine Democrats voted solidly for
the Ea pp ·.;~ct in. its entiri ty, .2.epublicans and Independents,

with few exceptions, fell in line with the 1914 mandate.
r•:any balked over amej.1d.ments, but partisan lines did not err.erge
in the final votes.
8n

..
...
,.r.ess1an,
. '- p. J..- 05 •
a.oney,
J.JTY

9T.J.r::·~s-.uisresch,
.
-.
.
~'
, ~
'"\ ,
~-. arcn .i..O, 19.1..6.
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but had just been given a seat on the Committee on Noral and
.
10
Social Welfare.

Peter's appointment by the General Assembly was a
foregone conclusion, and tha.t body confirmed it for.four
years at

;~J)OO

per

ar~~um

in the closing mooents of the session.

Cannon expressed last· minute reservations that someone less
identified with the dry cause might be ~ore acceptable to
11
disgru.11.tled or irreconciled wets •
I·iany doubted Cannon's
sincerity since he had publicly praised Peters as dedicated to
temperence, very able, and with a high sanse of integrity,
and pri7ately he

mus~

have been pleased to have his chief

lieutenant as chief anforcer of prohibition in Virginia.
In any

event his circumspect reservation was consistent with

Cannon's style of rr:aneuver, for he could have the

~atisfac::ion

of Peters' appointment ·while strikii;,,g the pose oi' a conciliatcry

moderate. 12

lOibid.

11--

Pearson, Licuor s.nd ,{nti-liauor ••• , pp •. 289-90.
12 Times-.:...~
.
'"\ s-cat~h, Earch 1 0, -91
,
6•
Clarj.e, 1'Seventee..."1.
11
Years ••• , :.:over::cer J, 1933. Cla.rli::e disrcis s ed for la cl~ of
evidence those charges at the time that :·:app was merely caru.'1.o:n's
u:outhpiec~.
Shibley's thesis and c..n inter7ie)i by the author
on (>;arch JO, 1970 with John Lapp, a son of J. Walter ~·:app, tend·
to co::nfi.rm ::;ha.t .• :app was a :::an or' independent judgeme!lt •,-.frlic.h
make:.; such a relationship ur..J.ikely.

CHAPTER III
J. SIDNEY PETERS

J. Sidney Peters, the new chief of prohibition
enforcement had been born in 1866 at Berkley, Virginia and
raised in the temperance movement. His mother, Susan Agnes
Peters, had been a president of the Virginia WCTU and was
a forceful woman, widely credited with shaping the attitudes
and personality of the young Peters

growing up in Norfolk.

1

He was only fourteen when his father died and eighteen and.
hard to discipline when his mother remarried. There was a
veiled reference to this in an early biographer's statement
that·"he lost interest and grew wayward" until 1893, when 1 at
the age o.f twenty-seven, he was drawn into the Methodist
ministry. 2 Citizens of Blackst©ne, where he had a church, told
of' his "wild youth" and the widower's later rivalry with his
1

virgini~ Conference Annual, 1933, Methodist Episcopal
Church.(Richmond: Everrett YJaddey), obituary of I1eters, PP• 69-70.
Hereafter cited as ViEfSinia Conference Annual with date.
Cannon, };3_isho_p Carmon's Own Ctory, p. 152.
Balti:tior~_and
Richmond G.ilri s0ian ~.;_dvocate .Richmond: Advocate :Publishing Co.),

February 29, 1912, pp. 7-9.
2 c.Tot.....'Yl L. J.;afferty, Sketches and Portraits of the
Virginia Conference: T11entieth Cen"tury };di t,Jo~ "(:iic.hnona:
n.p., 1901), p. 41,. Hereafter cited as Lafferty, Sketches
and Portraits ••••
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oldest son for tha hand of his second wife, Sara Lee Robertson,
.
. . J
sister of later u. s. Ser..ator A. Willis Robertson.
Once in the pulpit he delivered "sermons which were
not pretty essays on morals, but the deliverences of a legate
of heaven ••• and he carried on the [temperance] campaign from
house to house." 4

Upon his death

an

obituary would describe

his ministry as none of unusual zea1. 115

iie occupied a series

of pulpits in Virginia from 1893 until released by the bishop
from 1909-11 and in 1916.

He returned to preaching in the

Virginia Conference from 1923 until his death in 19J.3 while he was
minister to the ?.1.gh Street Church in ?etersburg..

He held

firmly to the traditional Weslyaninterpretat1o:is of the
,,.

Gospels, and

11

::odeni.i.smheld

no appeal for him.

110

At the age of twenty-one he represented Campbell
Cou..'l'lty in the 1839 session of the General Assembly and never
lost the taste or flair for politics, nor did anyone enjoy ·
playing it more. 7 His chief legal aide while he was Comrtissioner
of Prohibition described him in 1964 as "' a man of considerable

personal warmth who loved to sit in the lobby of burphy's

3 rnterview with i·:rs. Franl~ H. (Virginia F.) Jordan,

September 11, 1970. f:rs. Jor~an has bee..~ a life time resident
of Blackstone and active in local affairs and was privy to
all the gossip of the time.
4
Lafferty: Sketches and Portrait~ ••• , P· 4 / 5 .
5

vir~inia Cor~~erg~ce

6rb· J.O..

'

7_.
'd
J.OJ. • '
r. · t or1a_
. 1 p. o.
,,
eu.1

Annual, 19JJ, p. 69.

pp. 69-70.
p.

69.

'"iT."les
-;-,; s .1.:·•:Ct,,~~.4,
. . ~._,....,,.
,;.. •.u.
-!.J-

£-:arch 21, 19JJ,
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Hotel (Richmond] with a good cigar and talk shop with the
politicians. 1118
His political experience and creative ability made

him Cannon's· most effective lieutenant in the 1914 referendum
campaign, in which he was assigne::d the eastern half of the :
State.

rrhis well quallfied him for

t~he

job of Commissioner

in 1916 in the eyes of the Anti-Saloon League and his sponsor,
G. Walter Eapp.9
Peters became closely involved with the Virginia

temperance movement through association with James Ca:tmon, Jr.
Together they bought the Baltimore and Richmond Christian
Ad.vacate in 1903, holding a seventy-fl ve percent share between.
themselves, at a cost of

two years later.

~?15,000,

and they became sole owners

Peters was associate editor and business

manager U..""ltil 1911 when Cannon bought hi.m out and later sold

it in 191B·to the Virginia Conference of the Hethodist Church
for

~"~16,

irno.

In

190~

they claimed to be ma.king nothing above

expenses, but in 1918 a ]£.:.QA statement following the sale
indicated that Cannon had put it on a paying basis. 10
Together they joined in the establishment of the

8 rr.terview with Edward B. Dunford bv Robert A. Hor.ner
in Washington, D. c. on July 9, 1964. Cited in Hohner 1 s 11 1.)rohi bi ti on Comes to Virginia: the Hef er endum of 1914, '! v~rginj.~
!i§E.§.. ~Jric of Histor:y and _gi_~_by, January 1966, p. 47~L Hereafter cited· as Hohner,

9

11

Rei'erendum·~of

.. 1914 •1!

rbid.
10
Pearson, Lj:.9]_~or a.nd Anti-liouor ••• , p. 233n.
Dabney, Drv I•:essiah, pp. 32-33 ..
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Virginian, with Cannon as editor and Peters as husiness manager.
It appeared on January 26, 1910 with the motto "A Clean Paper
for the llome 11 and eschewed liquor advertisii1g •

The paper . : :.

was greeted as"an intruder rather than a brother" because it
"proclaims itself better in all respects than its contemporaries" and because it was expected to support the Martin
machine, which 11ad no paper of im:portm~ce at tho time. 11

.

Professional relations did not improve, .. and a H.ichmond editorial
called Cannon "a willful lia1·, a slanderer, and a fool." 12
The Vir.Q'jnir:m kept up its self-righteous fire, criticizing

the other papers for their liquor ads and claiming they were
.
t t o t'neir
.
b
su_servien

'

.... .

aaver~1aers

" in
. t eres t s. 13

Both Cannon and. Peters opposed a Sunday edition for
the

but were overruled by the other investors,
.
. t y owners~ip.
\. .
14 P:Lnanci:ng of
indicating theirs was a m1nor1
Virgi~:...i~

the paper was shaky for the whole ten years of its life,
and continuing amounts had to be pumped into the paper to keep

it afloat.

Cannon claimed contributors put in over $350,000

and recovered little. Peters clairr.ed to have put in

~~30,

000-

35,000 to Cannon's $50,000-·65,000. None of the figures

were documented, and those for Peters and Cannon may have
11 Pearson, Liquor and Anti-liquor ••
12

Times-J~~suatch,

l?e bruary 25,

':...1.

1911 •

. 13Pearson, Liquor and Anti-liguor ••••

14Dabney, Dry Mes3iah, pp. 64-5.

p. 269.

2J .

.

included contributions the two men handled for others.

15

Toward

the end of its life,· questions were raised about the ultioate

destination of money contributions, handled by Cannon whose
16
methods sometimes resembled emotional blackmaii.
The extraordinary relationship bet·ween Peters and
· Cannon was a study in contrasts.

to the Temperance cause.

.Both were wholly · committed

·I'hey worked closely for many years,

Peters met his second wife tf1rough Car.non, and their friendship
rereained strong.

Yet in many ways the two were opposites.

Cannon was described as cold, impersor.al and aloof, whereas
Peters. was warm, aff ectior..ate and u."'.lguard.ed.
readily coo.pror:::ise on pri=.ciple, calling it
unism,

11

11

Fauline opport-

in order to build a stronger political base for himself

and the League.

Peters was often seen,quixoticly "standing

at Armagedon and battling for the Lord. 11
unca~..ny

Gannon would

Cannon had an

instinct for politics and an understanding of people

and their uses, and on this he built his power and successes.
Peters allowed his loyalties and sentiment to sway his judgement
and seemed almost to seek out trouble for the opportunity to
"give witness.

11

Can.">1.on was the mastermind and

~-eters

the

trusted lieutenant c-.nd uncritical friend. · Cannon's organizational talents, relentless drive, and ':?nergy welded the
infant Virginia Anti-Saloon League and its preacher supporters
into an instru!llent powerful enough to coerce the Nartin

15

Ioid., pp. 69-70.
~
rec0.1...J.ectaon
Here o f actua.J..hearsay evidence.

16J ore.an
.
• t erview.
•
in

incidents ar.d

~ot

n

~er

-

•

•
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machine into acquiescence over prohibition. It fell to Peters,
however, to enforce what his friend's genius was largely
responsible for creating: Virginia prohibition. 1 7

i 7 Letter from I:lrs. Yi. I.. [Betty] Moorman, I'eters'
daughter, to the au"tbor, September 12, 1970, and subsequent
interview, lJovember 8, 1970.
Hohner, "Referendur:i of 1914,ri
p. 474.
Pearson, Liauor and Anti-liquor ••• 1 pp. 253-4.

CHAJ?TER IV
DEPAR:'.r::'~IENT

THE

OF PROHIBITION IN ACTION

Having been elected by the General Assembly and
commissioned by Governor Stuart, J. Sidney Pete::-s had only

to wait to be qualified by the circuit court judge on September 1, 1916 in order to set to work, even though the
Mapp Act did not go into effect until November 1. 1
With an appropriat_ion of $50, 000 at his di_sposal,

Peters employed two attorneys, Thomas \;ihi tehead and Guy
T. Horner, a bookkeeper, a stenograpter, and a messenger.
. ,..,
,..,
He chose four detectives, later to be increased in
.....u:n'-'er,

and two iEspectors, one for drug stores and one for express
·offices. 2 Tte basic organizational plan would remain the
same except for the addition of an assistant, S. 3. 7foodfin.
Harry B. Smith, who replaced Peters

i~

1920, shook up the

Departrrrent but retained its

structu.::.~e

off ices in the

building of the Virginia Anti-

head~uarters

•. Peters set up his

Saloon Le2gue on. Grace Street, which was an error in judge-

ment, as events pro<red.
Essential Tio his plans was a corps of 516 unpaid
1

J. Sidney ?eters, 3.enort o.: t!le "lJenartnent of Prohibition. 1017 (~ichson~: Superi~~e~aant oi Public ?rin~i~;,
1

1 r,j 17) '

·p. · ~.
~
·:.: 0 -~.-.r'"' .... """.,... c-i te-i a!:i
--'"' ... ':C!. t.:~...
-- . ~
..,:;;

-:::e• 0 .,.,~

-

appropriate year.

2 Ibid., p. 6.
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informers he called "correspondents ·••• the highest, cleanest,
sanest.men I could find. 11 3 Though supplemented or replaced in
time by the vindictive or by cranks, the first group were in
fact men of generally high character, who were motivated by
conviction rather than desire for :.:ioney or vengence~ 4
.Also essential to Peters, as .:nuch fo:r moral support

as for information, were the members of the

VlCTU~

the Anti-

Saloon League, and its subsidiary Law and Order Leagues
throughout the

state~

who aided his agents in the field.

He described the .Anti-Saloon League :ne:nber as

11

a. man, fall-

blooded, four-square, unafraid and en.joying tb."e nighes-c
degree of confidence, esteem and affection of his neighbors.
The State of Virginia owes them a debt of gratitude, which
debt may or may not be repudiated, but can never be
Obviously Peters could see nothing wrong

wi~h

c;

paid.~~

paying such

tribute and open deference to the Anti-Saloon League, but
hindsight suggests that Cannon may have been quite

sh~ewd,

though half-hearted, in his reservations about having as
Comc:.issioner a man so partisan and so intimately cor...nected
with the I.ecgue. Such open admission by Peters of this
'special relation.ship'

!'ais~d

in the.public mind questions

about who, in fact, was being used, and it

le~t

3Upport to

charges tha. t the Department of Prohibition was in reality

3Ibid.
"Seventeen Years ••. ,~November 4, 1933.
?..enort •••• 1917, p. 7.
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the enforce:nent wing of t·he League, rather than the ·responsive
creature of the electorate's General Assembly.
Throughout his four year term as Commissioner, Peters
staunchly defended the necessity of the Department, although
no other dry state ~aintained one after Oklahoma's was abolished
prior to 1916. 6 He insisted i.n 1917 that the weak enforcement
and scandals of ether dry states, Siicn as Georgia, could be
attributed to the lack of a

depart~ent

and a commissioner,

and he cited ".Vest Virginia as the only other state with an
officer specificly charged with state-wide enforcement. Even
there, the financial burden fell on the reluctant shoulders
of that state's Anti-Saloon Laague, which there, as elsewhere,
had been primarily responsible for the passage of the state
dry law. He reprinted a letter from George W. Crabbe,

~est

Virginia's League Superintendent, outlining their difficulties
under a very small appropriation of

~15,000.

The League had

to pay most of the bills, according to Crabbe, while laying
off all non-vital personnel before the end of each year. He
expressed the hope that Virginia would not be guided by his
state's meager appropriation. Thus ?eters in his first

repo~t

set the pattern to continue throughout his association with
the ]epart.:ri.ent of seeking in vain appropriations

larg~r

than

the "wretchedly inadequate" initial $50,000.7
A brief four year SUlllfilary of ?eters' struggles for
6m.
n·
..., h , "~
, ~imes-uispa~c
~arcn ),
1916.

7

.
Peters, ReDcrt • .. , 1917, p. 5.

.
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more money may prove useful here.

In his efforts to wring more

out of the General Assembly he had to contend with the budget
requests of Governor Westmoreland Davis, who made no secret of
his opposition to the principle of prohibition.

Cannon admitted

his part in the League blunder in permitting two drys to
run against the wet Davis in 1917, assuring his victory.
Davis had pledged himself to uphold the law, but his dedication
to economy in government and his hostility to Peters and the
De:r-artment became especially evident in his messages to the
legislature, which criticized waste in the Department without beiug specific, and in correspondence betweea Davis a:nd
Davis r st:r•ategy was to u.u.dermine Department appropriations
and then to eliminate the Department and Commissioner altogether.
He had recommended urn:;uccessfully to the Senate in 1918

that it cut out entirely the proposed appropriation of

:~50,

000,

and in 1920, urged the Assembly to abolish the Department,
and to place enforcement under the Attorney General for
reasons of efficiency and economy.

He called

attention

8 cannon, Bis!}.on Cannon's Own St_ory_., pp. 164-6.
Kirby,

11

Alcohol a.nd Irony, 'i'he campaign of :·Jestmoreland

Davis for Governor, 1909-1917, 11 Yi~[£iD_i:a rai::azino of Histor;y,
Ei:!lQ._}3iogr.z.phy, 73 {July 1965), pp. 2.69, 277, 2?9. Hereafter
cited as Kirby, u!_\lsgbol and Iro_gy_!..!..!_!. 11
Addresse~:; to the
General Ass er.1bly, ·. Jauu.ary ll4-, 1920 and Je.nuary 11, 1922,
boxes 3 and l~~ Executi Ve Papers of Westmoreland. Davis.
Jack Temple Kirby, }'!2strr:orcJ.2nd Da.-'1is.1_.Yir.z.inia P1an~;e.£=_

Poli tician 1 _1§2.;.-:-.+ 2_!~2 fCharlo·ctcs ville: University .i-ress
of Virginia, 1968), p. lJl. Hereafter cited as Kirby, ~,:est-.=
moreland Davi§..
Davis to Peters, 11arch 28, and Peters to
Davis, l·;arch Jl, 1919. Unclassified correspo:ndance from
Department f5.les of i916 to 1933, Division of Archives,
Virginia State Llbrary, iUchmond. Hereafter cited as Depart-

ment files.
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to the Department's ability to· manage on the smaller ·amounts

·or

$50,000 each for 1918 and 1919

support Department requests for
9
for 1921.

as

reason for refusing to

~74,284

for 1920 and

~56,054

For its part the General Assembly could have bowed
to continued

lobbyi~g

by

the Anti-Saloon League and letter

writing campaigns of the Baptist and Nethodist churches,
especially, but, apart from the Senate's refusal to make the
cut Davis recoGUnended in 1918, the General Assembly chose to

keep the purse strings tight in spite of inflation and increasing
law violations.

They seem to have concurred in principle

with Governor Davis's opinion that the Federal Government
should talce over after the passage of the Eighteenth AmendJnent
a.11.d. the- Volstead Act, freeing Virginia from the expense and

duplication of its own department of prohibition.

They refused

to oake bigger appropriatior-s but shied away from abolishing
the office or department until the maverick session of 1920,
chasing to keep a tight rein until the political climate changed.
Apologists claimed that the "stinginess" of the General
Assembly

de~ed

prohibition a fair trial in Virginia.

Certainly

the forced econoffiies were galling to Peters and may have contributed to his tendency to make rash and arrogant outbursts,
which were ill-received in official circles, and to occasional
poor judgement under stress.

9 Ki r b y, ·.·"es-cr;;oreJ..ana.
.
~
- _,.avi~,
,.. .
p. 132 •

Letter of
Governor Davis to Ser...ate, ..-.arch 18, 1918, and address to
General Assembly, Jan~~ry 14, 1920, boxes 4 and 3 respectively,
Executive Papers of Westmoreland Davis.
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:Peters 1 Reports ·to. the Governor and General Assembly
were required by law but were enthusiasticly employed by him
as a means of promoting prohibition in practice.

His first

Renort ran to 132 pages, including some eighty-two pages of
tables and schedules.

Naturally the first would be the.longest,

but those for 1918, 1919, and 1920 ran to seventy-five;
eighty-six, and seventy-five pages respectively.
Reports

Subsequent

rendered by Harry B. Smith and then by Attorney

General John Saunders froo 1923 to 19JJ, were much shorter.
All· contained the same copious tables and schedules, but
Satll1..ders limited his text to an introductory statement of
less than one page, indicating the political caution that
had gathered a.round prohibition enforcement and the fact that
this was but one of his duties as the State's chief legal
officer.
In his 1917 Renort Peters sumrnarized·the first year's
work.

He observed that many local law enforcement officers

failed to understand the Department's responsibility as supervisor of local enforcenent rather than enforcer under l~cal
10
supervision.
Ee found the police and most sheriffs alert
and diligent but that constables often did not take the law
• 11

seriously.

iie took pride in the sharp reduction

in

criminal convictions, but he did not spot the irony of far
greater reduction in formerly dry cities than wet ones, and
10

Peters, Eenort ••• , 1917, p. 4.

11~-

.,

..LOJ.C!..'

~2

p. "' •

. Jl
he could.not foresee the sharp rise in liquor violations in
the 1920 1 s as one crime began to outweigh the others. 12
One of the expected results of prohibition he considered

most gratifying would be the end of nalcohol caused feebleminded.."1ess, insanity, epilepsy, and heart and kidney diseases. 11
Nore recent :tnedical findings do not support his beliefs, but

.

they were wid.ely current in 1917.

13

He announced, mistakenly

as events proved, that moonshining was dying out as a result
of diligence, and. he looked to "education and religion:' to

cooplete the work.

14

Peters reported the numaer of investigations by his
men and expressed regret for the many requests refused because
of inadequate staff.

He, himself,

~ade

over one hundred speeches

to citizens' groups, urging jury service and adherence to the
la~·r •.

1.5

The problem of jury service was vexing, as he found.

"Mr. Good Citizen" unwilling.to serve, leaving it to

11

professioi:al

Peters found juries so lenient in iiichmond in

jurors."

1917 that he sought a change of venue for all prohibition
12
4

Ibid., pp. 99, 106-7.
Clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• , 11
November 7, d, and 9, l9JJ. Inspectors investigated l,J59
corr.plaints of violation the fi~st year, 1,090 the second, and
2,911 the third., with the only limit being the capacity of the
inspectors. Prosecutions nur::bered 2,009, 2,400, and J,176,
and convictior..s were l,J20, 1,717, and 2,4J.5. ?earson,
Liquor and Anti-liquor ••• , p. 296.
1 3Peters, ~eport ••• 1917, p. 98.
Interview with Dr.
7 e C• ••Ror~f J 0i~e~~or
or' ;,.,,'.._,;,..-c;.
<; 0 ~~~r~~n~
or~ .-..
~1cohol1·s~ and :ae~P.
,;,,,;_...,
...
bilitation, Hedical College of Virginia, February J, 1971.
14
Feters, 3eucrt ••• , 1917, p. 17.
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15Tb.
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cases and called for an immediate investigation of Richmond
juries. This caused a storm of protest, although he was
probably correct in charging some bias and leniency. 16
Peters pointed out to the General Assembly the defectiveness of the so-called "Ouster Law," which was expected to
keep local officials to their duty, and he urged that they
amend the law to.make it employable. 17 As enacted in 1916,
one clause of the law contradicted anoth_er, permitting rernovaj;
only for "neglect of

duty~

which would be hard to prove.

Later revision by the General Assembly sought to correct the
discrepancy, but defendents then fell back on provisions of
the Virginia consitution, precluding a State agency from
removing J.oc:al officio.ls in such cases. 18 Thus the "Ouster
Law,'' from wbich so much had been expected, was ineffective,

and the occasional drunken constable went untouched by a
frustrated Commissioner. l'eters shiea away f'rom even trying
to use the lm:.• against Judge Tho!.1as Robertson of Hopewell,
who was deemed hostile to prohibition and was suspected of

keeping confiscated liquor for his own use. Peters finally

advised the accuser.to take it up with Governor DaYis. 19
Ironically, Delegate B. A. Banks of-·Norf6lk sought to use the
"Ouster Taw" against the
16

Ibid., P• 31.

Commissio~er

himself in February

Clarke, "Seventeen Years

Hovember 4~,1933.
17reters, Renort ._•• , 1917, p. 4.

... ' "

18Peters to R. L. J)avis~ Superintendent of the Horth

Carolina Anti-Saloon League, January 13, 1919, advising them
on enacting such a law for that state, Department files.
19Exchange of letters between Peters and Walter Devaney,
an attorney 1 November 5-23 1 1918, Depa~t~ent files.
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of 1917, but either he or it failed, and his petition in
.

.

.

.

?Q

Richmond Hustings Court was denied.Peters in.eluded in his Report testimonials froo ten
"representative\l, 'but no doubt carefully selected, businessmen,
citing increased commerce under prohibition, and he drew
attention to testimonials .in the Richmond Virginian of sixtynine Virginia officials and priv::.te citizens, whose names he
listed, attes.ting to the success of prohibition's first year
of trial.

21

In a section he called "a deadly parallel" Peters
:printed side by side,. "before and after 11 editorial comments
from three Richnond :Newspapers, the Times-Disnatch, the Evenins::
Journal, and the

~:e•N's-Leader,

rcversi:n.g

tt.e~sel

ves between

1914 and 1917 and rallying to the side of prohibition.
was beyond Peters not to take smug satisfaction from this
turn-about, and he savored this moment of triumph over his
adversaries who had and. would I:J.ake his life very uncom:"ortable.
Peters' official correspondence was enormous, cor:ipared

with that of his successors, but it was rather haphazardly
filed with many of his replies opening with apologies that

the correspond.ent 1 s letter had been mislaid or had just come
to his attention.

His explar..a.tion was often that he had been,
. :·

2 0clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• ," liovember 6, 193J.
21
Peters, Eenort •••• 1917, pp. 117-121.
22

Ibid.

1

pp. 122-126.
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J4

out of town.

Indeed, he did a great deal of traveling for a

man in his supervisory

pos~tion,

leaving his assistant in the

office at Richhlond while he was in the field, rather than the
reverse.

He tried to make up for budget and staff deficiencies

by resort to his enormous

energy and capacity for work, perhaps

trying to do too much of the job hioself.
He was very open and guileless; qualities which merit
admiration.

Bishop Cannon was later charged with moral

turpitud~

and questionable financial dealings, despite his skill at
covering his tracks, and the uncritical Peters testified
before a Congressional cocmittee on his behalf • 23 Had not
Peters· been scrupulously honest, he would have been embroil.ed
in scandals all

of his official life because of his openness

and lack of a sense of personal expediency.
He seerr:ed always surprised and· hurt that others did not
share his convictions, for, as he saw it, the cause was just,
the people had spoken, the law was enacted, and the idea of
changing it was unthinkable.

He was sometimes careless

about observing civil rights and·other constitutional safeguards.
Prohibition, once enacted, had become sacrosanct and inviolable,
and his scorn for those who tolerated laxity of enforcement
or violation was Biblical, and his sarcasm became very offensive. 24·
ZJAndrew Sinclair, ?rohibitioT-. ira of Excess (.Soston:
rn •
Atlantic-Little, Bronn and Corr:pc.ny, 1962.1-:P. 401.
. . imesDis~atch, October 9, 19)1.
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It was to reach a point where his overzealousness could only

be curbed by his rerr:oval.
Peters chose the occasion of his second Report to
single out for praise his star inspector, flillia:n Payne of.
Rosslyn in northern .Virginia.
extraordi~ary perfor~ance

Ey a..""l.y

measure Payne gave :an

with over JOO arrests, all.rezulting

in indictments, plus nur:lerous confiscations of liquor on

trains and cars, traveling south into the State from wet
Rarylanc and Washington.
of 1919 at the

h~nd

His murder a year later in February

of a i iegro bootlegger was a grievous
1

personal loss to Peters.

?eters moved in contrast fror.i praise

of Payne's record to a stinging attack on

11

high officials 11

of the Bichoond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac Railroad, who
•encouraged bootleggers to resist officers in· n:aking ·arrests 11
by their attitude.

Later in this

iie~ort

Peters again praised

his officers who nare vilified, slandered, assaulted, persecuted
in some of the courts and murdered by the slaves of appetite
and their profiteers.
11

The 1\mkindest cut of all 1 ,

11

he charged,

is from r.:r. (Silly) Good Citize-'<'l, neither seller nor imbiber,

who thoughtlessly joins i_n abusing ~he officers with the rest. 112 5

Of reore importance than was then fully realized was
the departure in 1918

of James CalUlon.

He resigned as Super-

intendent of the Virginia League to take up his duties as the

new Bishop of 'J:exas.

He would then move onto the national

scene and join the other Anti-Saloon League leaders in the
2 5Feters, ~eport •• ,, 1918, p. 7, 10.
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campaigns for Congressional passage of the prohibition resolution and then the ratification of the Eighteenth

Amendment~

He left the Virginia League in the hands of its new Superintendent, David Hepburn, a Baptist minister, who was unable to
maintain the influence it had gained under Cannon.

During

the critical 1920 session of the General Assembly the Virginia
Anti-Saloon League failed to hold its annual convention in
Richmond, through which it had effectively lobbied in years pa!3t.
Nineteen-eighteen did produce some successes for the
Department, but also substantial problems.

Peters anticipated

scepticism over his pleas for more money in view of having
subsisted on only $40,000 of his 850,000 appropriation. He
hastened to point out in his 1918 Repor! that the balance had
been set aside for the court defense of his officers should
the need arise. Ironically, the unused portion reverted to
the State treasury through, in Peters'
.
26
oversight.

opinj~on,

a legislative

A new law gave cor..fiscated liquor to the Department
to sell to licensed, dispensing druggists, with a portion of
the proceeds to be retained and the rest deposited in the
State treasu!'y. Another law required permits costing a dollar

for each importation of liquor under V:i.rginia law, but all
2
proceeds except costs went into the State treasuryv :
An indication of changing times was Peters' reference to
26 Ib. _2:..£•, P• 3 •
2 7Ibid •.

---
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the problem of soldiers and sailors· in the Norfolk area.

28

Liquor stolen from express offices became an increasing.and
almost insoluble problen, as was the automobile equipped
bootlegger on the highways.

29

He felt moonshining was slowly

but surely dying out, but ·he seeced less confident than in

191?.

30
The reason for noonshine's continued good health in

1919 became apparent when Peters revealed that spirits which
had sold for about a dollar in earlier years were then selling
for twenty to twenty-five dollars.

This was the result of

the exhaustion of pre-prohibition, private stocks and of
federal wartioe prohibition, stopping the flow of the legal
~l

bottle-a-maJ.t.h from the north • .,,,

.?eters assured the legislators

that his blockades of cars, trains, a.."tld boats
and cry" among bootleggers.

11

raised. a hue

He complained however, that

it was also taken up by hostile newspapers, drinking peopl.e,

generally, and those who were easily misled.
strong and eloquent defense of his

11

Ee again offered a

brave gentler:ien.

11

Th-ere

was a severe deterioration in Department morale following the
arrest of his officers in conjunction with a shootout in
Woodstock.

He sought public and official support

28

and under-

Ibid., p •. 4.

29__
rb·in_.,
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pp. 6 , 8 •

30
31
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standing for those charged with enforcement of the law.3

2

His recor:mendations to the soon to be convened Gener.al
Assembly session.of 1920 were oold and sweeping in view of
the difficulties he was in at the time.
carte blanche

He asked for virtual

for his men to use "force necessary to subdue

prisoners and prevent escape. 11

He neither got this nor

further limitations on doctors' prescriptions and drugstore
sales of

spirits.

~Iei tiler

did he get an au torr.a tic change

of venue for trial of his officers in the future, when local
senti~ent was opposed to enforcement. 33
Throughout ilis four year ter:n as Cor:.mis3ioner, Peters
interpreted his mandate quite broadly and eoployed policies
and methods \'1hich were labeled higil-handed and overzealous.
There was a contradiction between the principles and policies
he publicly avowed and the realities of their application.
He wisely announced at the oeginning that his administrati·:Jn

would be by

11

diplomacy rc.ther than by law," but as time passed

he turned more to the weight of the law and away from persuasion and diploffiacy.

He reported with pride the non-partisan

composition of his Department, employing Republicans, Democrats, and ?rohibition Party members and of the inclusion of
~·

Negro detective, a bold step in 1916, but he generated

partisan animosity between wets and drys, polarizing those he
1918, pp. 6-7.
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·should have tried to bring together.34

In the end it made

little difference that his office employed Republicans as_ well
as Democrats; for he cisunderstood the true partisan issue
and, in effect, denied the legitimacy of opposition, once

prohibition was enacted.
Peters was replaced on September 1, 1920 by Harry B.
Smith, and it was the latter who suboitted the 1920 Renort. ·
In Smith 1 s report, under the heading

11

The Changed Problem,"

he ad.mi tted only limited success ·against noonshining and bootlegging.

He described local sentir.;ent as often friendly to

lawbreakers, and he called o:r: tha General Assembly to give
greater support and. financial ret·rard to local officers on
whom the

De~artment,

In centre.st to

with only six officers, was dependent.

prede=essor he eEphasizeG. a ne;r atmosphe.ce

pf cooperation and assistance to local officers, instead of
the overbearing patronage without the staff

to warrant it.

a~d

authority

Also, he was content to adopt a policy of

encouraging federal prosecution in cases of concurrent jurisdiction
in order to win more convictions, even though the State lost
the resulting fees and confisc<=.tions to the federal treasury. 3 5
Smith's narrative text concluded with a special
introduction to the usual tables, in which he declined to claim
credit fo:-.." the achievements therafte-:- cited and only expressed
Jl.;.Ibid., pp. 4, 7. ~hough liegroes made ideal m:dercover
agents, Feters ha~ been criticized for ecploying one since he
would have to appear as witness befcre white juries. clonetheles s, Pete::-s vowed to employ any who ~'lere suitable.
J5Harry 3. Smith, 2e~ort •••. 1920, pp. 4-6.
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gratification at having
prohibition 1 s success. 11

~ade

0

a humble contribution to

One can detect in this a new attitude

of a transformed Department of Prohibition.

Gone was the

old self-confidence and self-righteousness.

Diplomacy, cooper-

ation, and more modest expectation became the rule.

CHAPTER V
J. SIDNEY PE'l1 ERS Alill THE
DEPABTEEl·J'll UND3H ATTACK:

1919

liineteen-nineteen had been the cr.:!.tical year for
Sid.."ley Peters and the Department of Prohlbition.

J~

By the

encl of the year the l!kclil1ood of tlv.:! survival of the

Dc~artment

as an independent enforcement agency or of' Peters as its

e.gressive chief was indeed

Slim.

A review of the events of

1919 show Peters and Department supporters on the defensive
against increasing attacks from all sid.es.

His position

deteriorated es critics seized on incidents, and he spent

more and more time reassuring anxious drys and countering
hostile criticism.

The specific causes of his downfall were the worse..'11.ing

relations with the politically powerful United States

Bail~

road Administration, a series of emba.r·rassing and damaging
incidents and the use hostile newspapers made

~f

them, and

Peters• own overzealous methods and self-righteousness.

In

the backgrour1d were a hostile governor, and lack of support of
the Democratic machine, especially after the death of Senator
l·~artin

on .November 12, 1919.

complacent in contrast

Formerly ardent drys had .become

to wets who found encouragement and
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satisfaction
they could

in attacking

the Department of Prohibition, if

not topple prohibition itself.

the chief architect

Bishop Cannon,

of Virginia prohibition, hastened to the

rescue of his old friend too late and found his old magic
no longer worked on a General Assembly which was more responsive
to calls for governmental economy in the post-war years.
Peters had recognized from the beginning that the best
way to keep illicit liquor from the wet
was to stop it at the borders.

~tates

out of Virginia

Department practice was to

check the flow from wet Naryland in cars on the Valley road,
and on trains traveling south through the Norfolk area.
The amount of confiscated liquor and automobiles suggested the
relative effectiveness on Virginia's highways, and these efforts
did not arouse significant controversy until harch of 1919.
Inspecting trains: however,

aroused the ·wrath first of the

economically and politically po\'1erful railroad companies
serving Virginia, and finally of the United States Railroad
Administration t·ihich coordinated and controlled the nation's
rails during and immediately after the war. 1
Peters coffiplained frequently of a lack of cooperation,
especially on the Richn:ond, Fredericlrnburg and Potomac Railroad, which monopolized traffic between Washirigton and Richmond.
1 rt should be remembered that Thomas Staples Nartin

started his rise to prominence as a railroad lawyer. The
financing of his successful campaign for the u. s. Senate
against Fitzhugh Lee came largely from the railroads, and a
political friendliness continued over the·years. No doubt
the companies expected special treatment.

4J

His

~rts

and newspaper accounts told the same story of

interference \·ti th Department agents and of tacit aid given to
violators. 2

The Department files

for 1919 contain numerous

complaints from John Barton Payne, General Counsel for the

u. s.

Railroad Administration, who was obviously unsympathetic

with the aims of prohibition and critical of Virginia enforcement

methods~

Peters had assured him in .i.'iovember of 1918

that his men did not search baggage on trains, but if fuis
was Department policy it was obviously not observed by its
agents, judging from Payne's frequent complaints. 3

Relations

between the two men deteriorated to the point that each questioned
the veracity of the other.
The most publicized incident i<;"as one that began with a
Wilmington, N.

c.

Evening Dispatch editorial of !-:arch

The editor alleged "ruffians 11

J, 1919.

working for Virginia's Prohibition·

Department searched a certain train and in doing so opened
the berth of a prominent Wilmington woman causing her much
fright and embarrassment.

They then arrested the conductor,

on the charge of obstructing an officer.

The ripples widened

as letters passed among Peters, Eayor 1-'ioore of Wilmington,·
the newspaper in question, W. D. Hines who was Director General
of the

u. s.

Railroad Administration, J. B. Faynet Virginia's

Governor Davis, and a William White of Augusta, Georgia, -...·;'>

2
.
Peters, !lePort ••• , 1919, pp. 4·-.5.
Star, February 25, 1919, p. 1.

Winchester

Evening .

·JJohn Barton Payne to Peters, November 25, 1918, and
Peters•·reply,·November 26, Department files.
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who offered his unsolicited opinions in a barrage of letters.4
Great deference was given to "the ladies of delicate
sensibilities" and these ladies proved useful to Department
foes.

Payne admonished Peters for having "stated to me and.

to others

represen~ing

the Railroad Administration that no such

acts occur ••• [but] we have so many complaints of this cha.racter that it is dis tressing in the extreme."

'fhe same day 1)ayne

wrote Govi.:rnor :Davis t.hat"nothing injures the good name of
Virginia [mere tban the]

conduct of [t.hcsr-iJ

prohibition ~)ff:i.cer1-1."

:Davis subscquer.:.tly wrote to the Commissioner, demanding tbai;
"you enjoin ycur men not to exceed their legal authority"
and urged tact, especially with women.

J)avis cited the Yli.1-

ud.uton case and others as proof that _chanecs were called for.

Peters defended himself and his men by pointing out that only
three of the twenty-two cases complained of by Payne had
involved his mBn. Howeyer the tone of his letter was indignant
and even reproachful to the Governor. Peters knew that J)avis
was .hostile, and his

ann~yed

tone, instead of the more appro-

priate diplomacy and persuasion, could only have greatly

41\~ayor Xoore o.f Wilmington to Walter D. ~Tines, i:Ta:rch 6~
John Barton ?ayne to Peters, Llarch 25, April 8, 14, 15, and 19
and Peters to John Barton Payne, April 5, and two on April 17.
tToh:n J3arton J:ayT1e to Governor Davis, April 25, Governor Lavis
to Feters, April 28 and Peters' reply to Davis, April 31.
Peters to :,::i:ror noo:?:·e, April 4 and 23 and i'.ayo:r 1;fo Jrc' s rep] i es,
April 14 and 16. Peters to editor of !lilmiI~·gton E~:S.!:!.:"!:~Dif':,Eatch,
April 29. ~illiam White ~o Hines, February 1d~ to Zugene A Lamb,
.March 18 and 31, and. to John 32.rton Payne, .April 1 and 8. Copies
of White's let-:;ers were forwa!'ded to U. S. Attorney General
A. Mitchell Palillar at Whit~'s request on April 19. Lepartment
files for 1919.
1
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increased the coolness between them.

The Governor lacked the

power to remove the Commissioner and.both knew it.5
In a_n cxchan.ge of letters with Virginia's Attorney
General John Saunders in January, Peters had been annoyed at.
the immediate assumption· that

11

ruffians 11 searching· baggage on

a Seaboard Air Line train at Quantico, Virginia were his men.
He protested they could have been Internal Revenue agents,

local police, military authorities, or highjackers, impersonating
agents.

npresent the 'ruffians' to the authorities and
6
be punished, 11 he concluded airily.

th~y

1

11

Newspapers were openly critical of Peters and on April 2
the

Timcs-Dis·oatch editorial charged:

· The greetest obstacles to a fair trail of prohibition
are being imposed by the .?rohibition Department
itself ••• as -it is responsible for the ccnd.uct of its
ag-ents. '1 hese cond.crr,nation of prohibition in Virginia.
Everyday violations of laws by police, the necessity
of warrants are igr-.:.ored, baggage torn open and. rur.1maged,
innocent ueonle inconvenienced c:.nd er::·.t-a:rrasse;d •••
travelers-avoid Virginia. If the irohibition Department
permits it to conti1rue, it is its own wcrst cneoy.
(It is important to] conform not pnly to statutes but
also to rules of common courtesy.?
1

In the weeks following the episode on the train, efforts
to separate fact from rumor and unsupported allegations
required extensive correspondence and the ordering of the
5payne to Peters, f·:arch 25, 1919, Fayne to Westrr:oreJ,.and De.vis, Earch 2.5, Davis to I-eters, harch 28, and
Peters' reply, I·;arch 31, Department files. .
6
Saunders to Peters, January 9, 1919, and Peters to
Saunders, January 10, Department files.
7 Ti~es-Disnatch,

April~2, 1919, p. 6
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Dunford report from Wilmington.

When

he \·1as through,

the Commissioner was satisfied that the investigations cleared
his men, but not everyone shared his feelings, and the net
effect of

the publicity on public opinion

"1'1as

highly detrimental

and tended to further discredit enforcement efforts in the
minds of moderates and erstwhile supporters of the Department.
As. the specific issue of the

11

8

\filmington Case 11 wore

its elf out, John Earton Payne and J. SidJ1ey Peters carried
on their feud on broad.er ground.
in mid-April that a recent

u.

Fayne toolc occasion to note

S. Supreme Court decision had

the effect of denying Peters the authorit;i,r to "interfere" with
passengers on interstate trains.

The Commissioner coolly

denied that the decision affected State officers but said he
·would get a copy for study.

He countered with a suggestion

that Payne himself stop tile flow of illicit liquor into
Virginia if he found Virginia enforcement efforts objectionable.9
Two days later Payne demanded a copy of the warrant
Peters claimed to use, and his tone indicated skepticism
about the Commissioner's pleas of innocence.
8

Peters sent

Report of his investigations in Wilmington by Departnient
attorney Edward Dunford to Peters, tay 7, 1919,Department files.
This letter formed a major basis for Peters' July Statement
of the Commissioner ·of Prohibition, defencling himself and
the Department.
Opinion of Judge Prentiss of Richmond in
a letter to Peters, April 17, 1919, accepting pre-trial statements to justify bail for agents charged with murder, Department
files.
Clar1rn, 11 Seventeen Years ••• , 11 November 6, 1933.
9Payne to Peters, April 15, 1919, and Peters to
Payne, April 17, Department files.
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a copy but revealed possible inconsistency by explaining the
Virginia law did not require their use.

He stated. they were

"usually used" to comply with requests of the Railroad Ad.ministration.

The inference can be drawn from Peters' admission

that warrants were often not used, in spite of his earlier
assurances.

In Hay Payne forwarded an unsolicited copy of the

Supreme Court ·d~cision with a distinctly chilly covering l.etter. lO
For his part J. Sidney Peters had taken the counteroffensive in April by requesting facts on the damage suits
Payne had claimed were costing the Railroad Administration
so much money, and he seemed to doubt the eenuineness of
Payne's claims.

He got in a ::parting shot by again calling.
on Payne to 11 stop the booze 11 from crossing the border. 11
An interesting example of Peters• unsuccessful relations

with the administration in Washington was a
letter to the new

long and ingratiating

u. s. Attorney General A. I·atchell

r~almer,

1

congratulating him on his appointment and offering to meet
with him at his convenience to discuss :1matters of mutual
interestn, presumably national and state prohibition enforcement.

No reply

fro~

Palmer is in the files of the Department,

and an editorial comment in a Richmond paper revealed Palmer's
opinion of militant drys.

He had refused help from ncertain

organizations 11 in enforcing national prohibition •••
10

11

agencies

Payne to Peters, April 19, 1919, Peters to Payne,
April 2.5, and Payne to Peters, hay 8, Department files.
11 ..
Peters to Payne, April 10, Department files.
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which have dominated the legislative branch and nm·: sock to
dominate the executive.· ·

Espionage conducted by various

organizations and individuals is entirely at variance with our
12.
theories of government, 11 he concluded. This was precisely the
sort of "cooperation" which Peters had encouraged from the
Anti-Saloon League and the WCTU ever since taking office, and
the incident illustrates the isolation Peters found in dealings
with many Federal officials.
While Peters was deeply embroiled in the high level
controversy surrounding the Wilmington train search case,
an episode occurred which was to prove even more damaging
to the Department in the public mind and brought to a head
smouldering dissatisfaction among many Virginians.

Peters

had long been concerened about the increase of rum-runners
on the highways, describing them as "desperadoes, armed to the
teeth and driving recklessly. 1113 One such pair was intercepted

near· Woodstock on the night of Iiarch 26, dri vlng south from
Ear:,rland on the Shenandoah Turnpike, often called simply the
Valley Road.

Department agents, including

w. c.

Hall and

Harry Sweet, stopped the car, later found to be carrying
seventy-six quarts of illicity bonded whiskey, and Hall fatally
shot both men as they attempted to escape.

The agents insisted

throughout the ensueing furor that the pair had fired first,
and there was no question of the

~um~runners

violating the

12
LAtter of Peters to A. Mitchell Palmer, Narch 15, 1919,
Department files.
Times-Dispatch, April 6, 1919, Part II, p. 4.

. 13 Peters, Report •• ,1918, p. 8.

law, but public feeling ran so high that they were held in
protective custody in a mob-surrounded building.

The first

to die was Rayrnonu Shackleford, a thirty-five year old hardened
felon, but L. D. Hudson, who died on Larch 28 in the hospital
was reported to be only nineteen and captured the public's
sympathy~._

Local citizens took up collections for flowers,

and the agents found themselves charged

with murder.

Charges

were finally dropped after several months and three hung
j

14
.
uries.
The incident set off a round of charges and counter-

charges among newspapers and officials, with Peters and his
Department caught in the middle.

The Virginian, acting as the

news organ for the Department, was one of the few papers to
rally to the def ensc of. the agents.

I

c reminded readers that

search warrants were not required on the highways and citing
the low reputation of Shackleford and the courage of the agents
who daily faced great dangers.
earnest thought"
The Virginian

It called for "calm and

and reprimanded "apologists for lawbreakers.u

criticized Governor Davis and J. B. Payne for

using the Woodstock affair to put the De:r.artment in a bad .
light by placing copies of related correspondence in the
14Tirnes-Disnatch, I·iarch 28, 1919.
The Virginian
(Richmond), he.rch 29, 1919.
Winchester Evening Star, harch 28 ,
1919. Clarke, 11 Seventeen Years ••• , 11 J.~ovenber 6, 19JJ. J. w.
Hough, President of the Virginia Anti-Saloon League, wrote
Peters on hay 16 that he had proof Hudson was twenty-four,
not nineteen. Peters thanked him and 'said the defense was
ad~quate as it stood.
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1
Washington and Baltimore papers. .5
The Law and Order League of Winchester gave the agents

aid and encouragement, and called for public calm.

The

Leagues had been organized in every county of the State oy
the Anti-Saloon League to press for enforcement and keep an
eye on local happenings.

16

'l'he Winchester Ev§_ning Star made no reference to any
11

excitement" surrounding the detained agents until several

days after the shootings.

Lany papers may have exaggerated

the "mob action", but the Evening Star, a. dry

paper owned by

Richard Evelyn Byrd, who authored the Byrd Law of 1903,
.
t o minimize
. . .
th e inci
. 'd en t • 17
was pro b a bl y t rying

Peters lost no time in rushing to Winchester and to
the aid of his men, and he immediately thereafter issued a
blanket denial of any wrongdoing and posted a Jl0,000 bond
for release of the men.

After arriving Peters and Edward

Dunford, his chief counsel, had found themselves under the
protection of the hastily called-out fire department.

They

could not buy gas in Winchester and had to hide their car in

15
Times-Disnatch, April 2, editorial p.6,
Richmond !~ews-Lead.er, Earch 28, editorial p. 4, liorfolk LedgerDisnatch, La.rch 27, editorial p. 6, 'i)he J-fm.;s {Lynchburg),
harch 28, editorial p. 4, Danville Eei;dster, Earch 28, editorial
p. 4, Roanoke Times, Larch 27, editorial p. 4, V1-.rginian
(Richmond), harch 29, p. 1, editorial p. 8, and April 4, p. l,
and Gloucester Gazette, April 2J, 1919.
16
viri:riniall..L April 1, 1919.
Times-Dispatch, I·Iarch 29,
1919.
Clarke, "Seventeen· Years ••• , 11 November 8, 19JJ.

17

xarch Jl, 1919.
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a private garage.

Peters and his men left town after the

inauest had been postponed to let tempers cool, and they
later publicly expressed deep regret over the killings.

w. c.

Hall, who was subsequently tried for murder, had been on

the Danville police force

and was noted for impetuosity and

disregard for danger.

While on the force he shot and killed

a Negro and was twice

hospitalized from fights with Negroes.

His detective father had been shot and kill eel by a Negro. ·
Harry Sweet, his co-defendent for murder, had served on the
. il ar t el7!perarneni;.
. 18
Richmond police force and h aa.- a sim

t
~\·ree

was charged with corruption while working as an agent for the
19
Department of Prohibition.
On i'iarch 30, just two days after his censure letter
to Peters over the Wilmington Case, Governor Davis ordered a
full report on the Woodstock affair.
18

The day before, the

Tirnes-Disnatch, Larch 28, 1919, p. 1.

19Anonymous but credible letter in 1919 Department files.

Clarke, 11 Seventeen Years ••• , 11 November 6, 1933.
Boward
Lee McBain, Frohibition~ Legal and Illegal (New York: Nacmillan
Co;;,pany, 1928), pp. 155-1.57.Sinclair, :Prohibition: Era of E..xcess,
pp. 183-184.

hcBain, professor of constitutional law at Columbia
University, described the frequent crimes of r...ational prohibition
officers and the.numerous killings of civilians, often innocent
bystanders, by officers. He emphasized tha difficulty of
attracting and holding good men with the meager salaries offered
ancl of their resulting susceptibility to bribes. Another
problem was men who quit and sold their services and inside
knowledge to bootleggers. In 1928 two-thirds of the national
officers could not pass the civil service exam when enforcement
was transferred from the Treasury Department to the Justice
Department.
Sinclair confirmed this record of corruption and gave
substantially the same reasons. In spite of the lack of a
study for Virginia, it is reasonable to assume a similar situation
existed in this State·in the period treated here.
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l~a.tional

Referendum League which sought repeal of the 18t.h

Amendment, passed and publicised a resolution in Washington,
D.

c.,

which urged Governor Davis to call a special session

of the General Assembly and ·ndeplore[d] methods used by leaders
of the Anti-Saloon League and prohibitionists in Virginia,
led by J. Sidney Peters: in attempting to suppress importation
of liquor into Virginia. 1120
such

11

outside interfere:nce 11

The VirP-::inian

hotly rejected
21
in Virginia affairs.

On the heels of the Woodstock Affair, a Richmond
editorial condemned the liquor search of a coffin on a train
in Roanoke.
conducted by

Though the search was later proved to have been
federal agents, the paper associated the act

with those of Virginia's Department of Prohibition e.nd protested
over the "sacredness of death.

11

Three days later• it publicised

an_ exchange of letters among the Governor, Peters, J. B. Payne,
and U. S. Attorney General Ialr.ier over the casket opening
. d e. 22
episo

Ileam·;hile the Viethodist Linisters 1 Conference· in
Richmond deplored the loss of life at Woodstock but called on
citizens to stand behind those charged. ·with prohi bi ti on enforcement.

23

At its annual convention the Virginia WCTU passed
20
21
22

2

Times-Disnatch, Harch .31, 1919.
Vir~inian,

April 1.

Times-Dispatch, April 1 and 4, 1919.

3Times-Disnatch, April 2, 1919.
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a resolution of support, and President Hoge expressed amazement
at the criticism of the officers and the syffipathy for the
la·wbreakers. 24 These actions by gatherings from across the
State indicate how widespread was public arousal.
The Woodstock Affair was to re-echo through the following
weeks and months, and already in late April Peters felt it
necessary to mail out copies of the Renort of 1918 along with
a form letter of appeal to influential and interested citizens,
'l'~e

letter gave his version of the Wilmington, Woodstock

and coffin cases, dismissing charges as "f'alse and groundless."
He also labelled as
women on trains.
11

11

base and false" charges of discourtesy to

He maintained they were circulated by

enemies of prohibition against the brave officers of this

department,

and he asked for suggestions for overcoming
false impressions in the public mind. 2 5 The next day he got
11

off a group of letters to citizens of Norfolk, urging them to
attend the Rev. Dr. George
Majesty of The Law".

w. 1·.cDaniel's address on 11 The
1

Dr. EcDaniel had undertaken a speaking

tour of the State .in the interest of prohibition enforcement
and was a fiery critic of newspapers he believed to be hostile
to prohibition.

Peters billed the upcoming speech beneficial

because of Woodstock and "scurrilous rumors, designed to
UJldermine public approval of prohibition in Virginia and the
Nation."

The politically-minded Coni.missioner stressed that

24
virginia WC ru Annual Vieeting and Einutes: 1919
(Westminster, Earyland: Times Printing Company, 1919), pp. 20,26.
1

2.5

Letter of Peters to various citizens, April 29, 1919,
Department files.
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election time in November -vrould be too late to make their
wishes felt and hinted at the approaching Democratic primary
as the time and place to elect friends of prohibition and
the Department for the 1920 session of the General Assembly. 26
Soon thereafter the dry Roanoke Times urged readers to attend
}icDaniel 's speech in that city, and to give a fair hearing to
27
Peters' defenders.
Friends of the Department wrote from

I·~ay

through June,

warning of hostile talk in their areas of the State and
recommending counter-action.

Other letters requested him to
28
come to answer criticisms at public meetings.
The Religious Herald became fully alarmed.

It warned

of atter:ipts to wreck prohibition and implored readers to vote

in the primary and not be indifferent.

29

An episode involving the editor of a Gloucester paper

helps explain why Peters was so criticized in 1919.

His zeal

for prohibition and loyalty to his men often swe.yed his
26
Letter of Peters to Norfolk citizens, April 30, 1919.
Copies of hcDaniel 1 s speeches and criticisms of ,newspapers,
especially the Times-Disuatch, can be found in the "prohibition
file 11 of the :Oaptist Historical Society, Richmond. hcDaniel
was pastor of the First Baptist Church, RichL1ond, and. a leading
dry in Virginia. He made removal of liauor interests influence
in the church a requisite .to __ a_cc~epj;ing· the 'pastorate in .Hichmond.
:Pearson, Liauor and Anti-liauor •.•• , p. 273.n;~

27

Roanoke Times, Hay, 1919, editorial, p. 6.

28
Letters of Charles N. Fettner,. Chief of police at
Berryville, l·lay 21, 1919, Robert A. Russell, an attorney at
Rust ville, Eay 10, the Rev. J. L. Love, l·iay 22, L. D. Stables
o.f.Gloucester, Eay 25, and J. W. Hough, President of Virginia
A-S L, in ·Norfolk, July 1, Department files.
2 9Religious Herald, Eay 29, 1919.
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judgement when either came under attack.
to a friend, H.

c.

In one of his letters

Bland., Peters disputed a recent editorial.

In Bay he wrote the Gloucester editor directly about a recent
story in reply to Peters' appeal of April 29 and claiming
"Proof of Peters' coarse methods ••• Gloucester lady suffers
.,

indignities from Commissioner's

1

Gentlemen 1 •

Apparently on

11

a false tip agents opened the lady's trunk, arousing considerable indignation.

Peters had apologized profusely but

refused to reprimand the officers who, though misled, had only
done their duty, in his opinion.

Whereupon the editor

gleefully published Peters' letter and claimed it proved the
paper's case.

He called Peters "too zealous ••

4

too ready to

suspect the innocent ••• they should stick to catching known
bootleggers and leave refined ladies' baggage alone."
editor scoffed at the defense of the agents;

11 • • •

The

how e..bout the

rights of the woman wronged?"JO
The whole affair could have been quashed by a non-.
specific assurance that he would investigate and take appropriate
action.

Instead, he played into the hands of an obviously hostile

editor who made a fool of him.

Peters revealed in this case

his unfortunate knack for antagonizing reasonable people,
many of whom were sincere supporters of prohibition.

Either

a person was for rigorous enforcement and his Department's
efforts or he was against them, and. therefore deserving of no
30Letters of Peters to H. c. Bland, April 23, and to
the editor of the Gloucester Gazette, Bay 22, 1919, Department
files.
Gloucester Gazette, hay 29, editorial, p. 2.

consideration.

EYcn granting the impossibility of pleasing

everyone, Peters seems to have gone out of llis way to make
trouble for himself.

CHAPTER VI
J.
By

SID~:EY

PETERS AT THE BARRICADES

mid-April of 1919 J.

Sidne~r

Peters could see that he

and the Department of Prohibition were.in serious trouble,
and he set about buttressing a tottering regime.

His appeal for

help on April 29 and his publicizing of the LcDanicl c..ddress
attest to this, but his major effort was his

11

Statement of

J. Sidney Peters, Commissioner of Prohibition of Virginia,

in Reply to Hostile Criticism of the Departrr:ent of Prohibition"

which was printed

at League expense, on July Jl e.nd there-

after distributed wherever he thought it would do the most
good.

The fact that he felt it necessary 111as a sign of defeat,

and its publication did not alter subsequent events materially.
The "Statement" was based in part on the report with signed
affidavits from Wilmington, N. c., prepared by Edward Dunford,

his general counsel, .various correspondence, and recourse to
1
Department files.
Peters• "Statement" was addressed "To the_People of

Virginia" and was in answer to two main bodies of criticism:
1
Letter containing a special report from Dunford to Feters,
Hay 7, 1919, Department files.
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"that the Department of J?rohibi ti on

[wasJ

making no effort to

enforce the law, and that the Department [was]- enforcing it
too zealously."

He directed his attention to the charge of

overzealousness, primarily, as might be expected. However, he
-~lso

defended his recommendation in July 1918 to license

Shield's drug store to dispense Jlrescription liquor in Richmond

and his decision in May 19i9 to recommend suspension of the
license. In recommending the licensing of

a

liquor dispensing

drugstore for Richmond, he upset the drys, and in recommending

license revocation, the wets.

It has since been maintained that

dropping the license was prompted by Shield's and Peters' dispute over whether the Department or Shield should have the
profits from sales. Peters' explanations_ at the time were plauoible and effectively refuted charges of personal profit, but
2
the controversy was clearly harmful.

The Commissioner went on to sunimarize cases of women
who complained of mistreatment on pullman cars in Virginia,
and especially the episode recognizable as the

11

V/ilrnington Case."

Re identified the women as "Mrs. A and Nrs. B11 and, using

Dunford's affidavits, refuted the substance of the charges,
at least to his own satisfaction. Peters then reiterated the
details and his own defense in the "Woodstock Case" and included
in his appendix a supporting opinion of Judge Prentiss of
2 c1arke, "Seventeen Years ••• ,"November

7, 1933.

J. Sidney Peters, "Statement of J. Sidney Peters, Commissioner
of Prohibition of Virginiat in Reply to Hostile Criticism of the
Department of Prohibition" (hic.hmond: n.p., July 31, 1919), p. 3.
Hereafter cited as "Statement of J. Sidney Peters •••• 11
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Richmond, approving bail for W.

c.

liall.J

Having devoted much of his space to these cases on
which he felt himself on strong ground, he grouped all
other complaints under "Other Cases."

He attempted to·

minimize numerous other cases without giving specifics concerning
them, but he made a grudging concession that

11

for some

(complaints] there has been more or less cause, and ••• they
are simply human beings who are liable to error;''
it surprising that there had been

11

He found

so few mistakes committed."

Peters admitted for the first time that some bags and trunks ·
had been searched on suspicion rather than reasonable evidence
that they contained ltquor.

He hastened to remind his readel"S

that Federal agents were busy in the State and that the Roanoke
coffin case, which was blamed. on his Department, really involved

.

Federal officers.

4

His final defense concerned search, seizure,

and confiscation, especially of automobiles involved in
rum-running.

He refcred readers to the law governing it

and dismissed disgruntled critics as "bad ci ti.zens. 115
Peters concluded his "Statement" with a closely reasoned
plea for the retention of the Department.

He claimed.a drop

of one-half and one-third ·in those committed to the penetentiary
and jails, respectively, and boasted that

3l.];llQ.,
.d~ pp. 5-8, 19.
4 Ibi
··a_ • , pp. 8-9.
5Ibid., p. 9.

State revenues
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for educational purposes from fines were over

.~80,

000. 00

per year after deducting the $50,000.00 a year, appropriated for
Department expenses.

He argued that the meager Congressional

appropriation pre-supposed active state enforcement, and should
Virginia fail to do so, the revenues now cn;joyed \'lOUld go to
Washington.

Peters appealed to a sense of patriotic duty to

enforce the law.and cautioned friends of law and order "not
to be deceived into placing stumbling blocks in the way of
those who have expended so much ti.me, energy and means in the
effort to rid this country of the plagues that have followed
in the wake of the traffic in alcoholic beverages."

Peters

claimed the achievements of Virginia under prohibition were
attributable to the work of the Department of Prohibition but
then bared his mm breast to the dagger of the General Assembly:
"If the General Assembly should be convinced that the present
Commissioner of Prohibition had been guilty of maladministration,
it should elect another in his stead; but it should not destroy
the Department •••

11

unless another department could fully

and effectively take over its work.
was at his best, staunchly fighting

In this gesture Peters
~gainst

a sea of trouble but

willing to personally assume blame if in doing so he could
save the Department he believed to be essential to prohibition's
success.

J. Sidney Peters' devotion to the cause was complete

and absolutely sincere.

He had served since 1916 as a ,,;illing

lightning rod to protect agencies of enforcement
6

Ibid., pp. 10-11.

and.in 1919
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was willing to bow out for their effective survival.
The Democratic primary, which

'\-IaS

tantamount to

election for most Assemblymen, had already been held before
Peters'

11

Statement 11 was circulated, so it had only minimal effect

on the make-up of the General Assembly$ formally elected in
l'~ovember

of 1919.

U.

s.

Senator Thomas Staples l :artin, leader
1

of the Democratic machine in Virginia, died on Hovember 12
in Charlottesville, removing from the scene the second of
two major figures in the alliance between the machine and the
Anti-Saloon League.

With James Cannon's departure in 1918,

only Peters was left, and he was no match for his foes.
tacit offer of no resistance to his

re~oval

Peters'

indicated his

recognition and. acceptance of this strong possibility.

How

much pressure was put on him by influential drys is hard, if
not lr.ipossible, to determine.

Certainly his old friend and

supporter, G. Walter Mapp stood by him at the 1920 session
of the General Assembly, but Peters had become an embarrassement
and a liability to Virginia prohibition, and it is :probable
that other prominent drys were anxious for him to step aside. 7
Throughout the summer and fall o_f 1919 supporters kept up
the defense.

The Virginian published reports from around the

State on the good effects of prohibition.

Drys mounted a

vigorous campaign for strict enforcement with the Anti-Saloon
League changing its slogan from "Outlaw the Saloon" to "Enforce

happ,

11

7Dabney, Dry l'~essiah, p. 1.38.
pp. 49-50.

Shibley, "G. Walter
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the La\·1 11 •

Hartime prohibition had gone into effect on July 1,

1919, and it was this act, more than the ratification of the
18th Amendment, which put·an end to the ruI:J-rW'...ning of bottledin-bond from the north and ushered in the era of moonshine
against which prohibition officers were to have only limited succes:::
8
in the years to come.
The

B~p~ist

Conference of Virginia passed a resolution

urging the Governor and Legislature to retain the Commissioner
and the Department of Prohibition, and reaffirming its support
of the League and the WCTU.

Dr. George W. l·.cDani el attacked

a petition to abolish the Department, being circulated by the

National Anti-Dry Referendum League, as the work of outsiders
and Bolsheviks, garbed in the gowns of

liquor~

He went on to

praise Peters• zeal and even defended the principle of warrantless scarch. 9

Attorney General John Saunders stated on Dece:iber 2, 1919
that "prohibition has been a great benefit to the Commonwealth 11
and cited a decrease of serious offenses •. Even Governor Davis
was pressed into a brief statement citing the "values of
prohibi tion 1" and ex-governor Henry C. Stuart was long in praise
and confident of citizen support of the dry law. 10

8virginian, May 8, 1919.
Clarke, ttseventeen Years ••• ,"
lJovember b, 193.3.
Pearson, Liquor and Anti-liquor ••• ,
pp. 297-98.
9Virginia Bantist Annual: 1919, Temperence Committee
Report, p. 100.
George W. hcDaniel, 11 Liquor v. Life 11
(Richmo~d: n. p., n. d. Probably printed in late 1919), p. 6.
J~r.

lOAnti-Saloon LeaGJai~
(ed.) (Westeville, Ohio:

Xearboo~:

1920, Ernest H. Cherrington:
American Issue Press, 1920l, p. 68.
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Virginia Methodists in their annual conference at
Richmond on November 12-17 adopted resolutions proposed by
their Temperance and Social Service Committee, in which they
rejoiced in the work of the Anti-Saloon League and commended
"the courage and effective work of the Rev, J, Sidney

Peters~"

They pledged their "sympathy and support in the difficult task
he rwasJ performing," and they req_uested hi.s reappointment by

the 13ishop. They warned Virginia Methodists to "see to the
election of such officials as will adopt effective and proper
law enforcement legislation and will detect and punish all
violators of the law. Vigilance and energy are needed to
maintain the victory, 11 they concluded. Both Cannon and l)eters
had once been active·members of.this important committee, 8.nd

in 1918, when Peters was still a member,. it praised him in the
highest ter:ns and pledged him their "sympathy, support, and
cooperatioh in his arduous task. We

fu~ther

record our dis-

approval and contempt of the vicious attacks being made upon
him in the discharge of his duties by individuals, newspapers,
and corporations." Presumably, the "corporations 11 alluded.to
were railroads, and the Richmond, Fredericksburg, and Potomac

in particular. Sensing the danger of complacency, the Committee
warned Virginia Methodists against "the monster apathy. 1111

1 ivirginia Conference

Ibid., 1918, PP• 1lf.3-4.

Annual, 1919, pp. 90-1.

CHAPTER VII

THE FALL
The legislators elected to the 1920 session of the
General. Assembly were predominantly dry, politically, if
not philosophically, and Governor Davi.s continued to at
least give lip service to giving prohibition a fair test.
The Department of Prohi bi ti on and its Com.Inissioner were

another mat·ter, however, and both had been the ta:r-get of the
Governor for the past two years, with the charge of waste
in the Department the chief theme. This was a useful line
to take, since it was as hard to disprove as to prove. In
his letter to the Senate in 1918 he had recommended that the
appropriation be cut out, but that chamber, which joined
the House in ratifying the Eighteenth Amendment to the

u. s.

Constitution, was of no mind to do so. In his budget message
to the 1920 Session he pointed out again that Virginia was
the only state with a department of prohibition, and he maintained that it caused resentment among other law enforcement
agencies of the state and relieved them of.a feeling of responsibility. Davis refused to support Department requests for
$74,284 and $56,054- for the biennium and recommended instead
that the Department be abolished for reasons of economy and
efficiency. He cited.the existence of national prohibition

[64]
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as obviating the need for a separate department in Virginia.
Editorial com;•1ent referred to a

11

whip to his words • • • a

storm of approval ••• claps of hands and stamped feet •••
suggesting the Department [was] doomed." The editor scoffed
at the "train of agents and detectives" as an expensive
luxury. 1
At the Democratic_ caucus on January 15, Parks P.
Deans, a Delegate from Isle of Wight

Count~

and a strong

supporter of Peters, asked for and got a postponement of
nomination for Commissioner. Specu.lation settled on the
uncertain future of the Department as reason for his start... .

ling maneuver.

2

171

~he

next day sixteen Delegates sponsored a

Kenneth Gilpin bill to kill both the Department and the
office of Commissioner, and a similar bill was expected for
the Senate. 3 At the bill's hearing before the Moral and
Social Welfare Committee, created with prohibition in 1916
and always stacked with drys, Chairman N:.ayo

c.

Brown of

Lynchburg cautioned that "this is not a trial of Dr. Peters [sic]
Letter of Go~ernor Davis to the Virginia Senate,.
March 18, 1918, and his 1920 Budget Message to the General
Assembly, January 14, 1920, box 4, Executive .Papers of' Westmoreland Davis. This was the :first executive budget sj_nce
its creation by the General Assembly at Davis's urging in
1918. See Kirby, Westmoreland Davis, pp. 80 and 133.
Times-Dispatch, January 15, 1920, p. 1 and editorial, p.6.
2 Ibid., January 16, 1920.
1

3-b·"
.:.!:2.£. , J anuary 17 , 1920 •
: .. . :·.ti ..

. . ~ : :.•.·.-. . '

·}

.·
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but a hearing" on
~he

~hether

or not to abolish the Department.

bill's chief sponsor .assured those assembled that "we

are not here to nurt the cause of prohibition or to abuse
the present Commissioner but to abolish the Department."
His chief argument was that federal agents were sufficient
for enforcement, and he quoted from Governor Davis's speech
of January 14. He asked that enforcement be put under the
Attorney General and called for the appropriation of $8000
to use the "ouster law" against local officials who refused
or failed to uphold the law. Gilpin called attention to
numerous complaints and friction over enforcement, and,while
insisting he did not blame all on the Department and Peters,
he outlined the difficulty of getting good men to do espionage
work if not in their own counties and the impossibility of
enforcement against the unanimous sentiment of a locality.4.
Since espionage work can hardly be carried out successfully by a person known in the community, as Peters had
often observed, either Gilpin was ignorant of the problem
or this was an example of the strategy of many foes of
prohibition itself. In 1920 it was

still~futile,

even pol-

itically dangerous, for Assemblymen opposed to prohibition
to do more

~han

recommend revision in method, hoping to

abolish centralized enforcement and to move quietly toward
only token enforcement on the local level.
To the defense of the status guo rallied such men
4Ibid., January 25, 1920.
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as Senator Mapp, the Rev. Dr. George. r.TcDaniel, the Rev.
David Hepburn, new Superintendent of the Virginia Anti-Saloon
League, and Peters, himself. A compromise bill, sponsored
by Parks P. Deans, was ultimately passed, continuing the
D_epartment 's life until September 1, 1922. 5 Senator Mapp
sought $100,000 for both years of the biennium but had to
settle for $70,000, a considerable reduction from previous

.Y~ars. 6
The immediate crisis was not_ended for the Department
with the decision to continue it for another two years. When
pressed in a House resolution by Delegate Edwin Gibson for
information on fines and confiscations, spokesmen for the
Department admitted their inability to comply. Such information
was routinely included in each annual report to the General
Assembly, but it would have taken time to compile

~nd

present.

Gibson was a dry but was strongly critical of Peters, and in
this surprise move made it appear that the Department was
either inefficient or concealing something. The opponents'
initiative was followed up quickly on February 19,, .when ·Robert

o.

Norris and twenty-six other patrons got a resolution ·:Pass.ed.,

calling for an immediate legislative investigation of Peters
and the Department. The creation of the committee cast a cloud
over both and gave vent to pent up hostility. To many this
..

tentative indictment of Paters and the })epartment gave suf-· ·-.
ficient satisfaction,. and the subsequent hearings before the
5c1arke, 11 Seventeen Years ••• ," November 7, 1933.
6Times-Disn at ch, Uarch 7 and.· 9, 1920.
Shibley,
"G.• Walter Mapp ••• , " pp. 50-2.

...·

;.
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investigating conL':littee were dragged out and went largely
unattended by most of the resolution's sponsors. The remaining dry members of the committee finally gave Peters a "clean
.
bill of health" without pursuing the inquiry of the Departm~nt
itself • 7
The night of March 4 was Peters' undoing as the Democratic caucus met again to consider his reelection or replacement.

Delegate Edwin Gibson, the dry who had started the

initial inquiry which ended in formal investigation, launched
a bitter attack in which the cautious language of earlier
hearings was discarded.

Gibson assailed Peters' public

opposition to the Norris resolution for investigation of the
Department, his hiring of outside lawyers to defend his agents
against ·the state, and his calling General Assembli foes of
his Department "friends of bootleggers."

Gibson called

Bishop Cannon "the boss of the House of Delegates," and
pleaded, "for God's sake, ·don't saddle the Prohi bi ti on
Department with a man [Peters
anything else.

J who ·cannot

make a living at

If .You do'· you will have the old brothers,

the political parsons, button..."1-ioling and communing with you."
He. concluded with the opinion that a preacher in politics
was as despic.able as a whiskey dealer in politics.

Back

in January a letter had been read from an _attorney, Charles
Smith, who revealed that Peters had offered him a job, if
7c1arke, "Seventeen Years ••• ," November 7, 1933.
Dabney, Dry 1.:essiah,. p .. 133. ·
Shibley, "G. y,:alt.er Mapp ••• ,"
p. 49.
Kirby, Westmoreland Davi~, p. 133.
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he would withdraw from a three--way race for a House seat,
leaving the way clear for another dry to win against a wet.
When he refused, League Superintendent :David Hepburn campaigned against him, and he was defeated. Smith claimed
Peters had bragged that he was active in most state elections·
and that he virtually controlled the General Assembly.

The

disclosure created an overnight sensation, blackening Peters
and undercutting those who had argued in 1916 that the
Department would keep prohibition out of politics.

The show-

down came with Gibson making his own nomination to the all.
important Democratic caucus on the night of March 4.

He

nominated Harry B. Smith, a Culpepper businessman, who polled
•v••>I' ... ,~::::,.-

fifty votes to Peters' forty-eight.

•

Smith had been a member

of the House of Delegates and was a conscientious but moderate dry, and therein lay much of his appeal. Peters' defeat
appears unexpected, as machine forces were predicting victory
through the newspapers.

Subsequent newspaper accounts attri-

buted his defeat to his conduct in office and to involv-ement
of ministers in politics. 8
8 clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• ,"November 7, 1933.
Shibley, "G. Walter Mapp ••. ,"pp. 50-1.
Charles Smith
to Delegate E. Hugh Smith, January 12, 1920, Davis Papers,
Alderman Library, University of Virginia, as cited in Kirby,
~estmoreland Davis, pp. 133-4.
News-Leader, March 2,3 and
4, 1920.
Eeters' reelection was important-enough to the
Democratic machine for Hal Ii'lood, Martin's heir, to circulate
a letter in the General Assembly on ~eters' behalf. Edwin
Gibson, Peters' most bitter critic in the caucus fight, had
once been a Martin man·but had switched his friendship to
the Independent Westmoreland Davis~ Peters' defeat was a blow
to the prestige of the machine but a boost to the fortunes of
Governor :Davis. See Kirby, Westmoreland Davis, pp. 134-5.
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Under Smith's administration the Department ceased
to be a center of controversy. He seems to have clearly
understood what was expected of him, and his reports to the
governor and the General Assembly were the very models of
moderation, with a reference to the necessity of "tact and
judgement."9 ~efore his lame-duck term expired on September 1,
Peters had had to release all his agents for lack of money
to pay them, and, thus, Smith was able to start his term
10 He moved the offices of
with agents· of his own choosing.
the D8partment of Prohibition from the old Anti-Saloon League
headquarters building, thus removing a source of embarrassment.

He employed only one attorney and held his force of

agents to six, since he had to be content with appropriations
of only $40,000 and $30,000 for the biennium.

His emphasis

was on the supression of moonshining, which had mushroomed
since national prohibition closed off legal liquor from the
north, and his summary of the difficulties, such as local
sentiment, a limited staff and budget, and inadequate laws
for the new conditions, reveals apessimism about what could
... t moons h.ining.
.
11
be d one auou

There h&d been little in the 1920 sassion of the
General Asserr..bly to bring

chee~

to drys. They had been unable

to do more than mildly modify the Deal bill, sponsored by
9smith, Report ••• , 1920, ~. 4.
10Peters to W. c. Hall, an agent of the Department,
July 6, 1920, Department files, as cited in Kirby, Westmoreland Davis, p. 135.
11 smith, Report .~., 1920, p. 4.

7t

Senator Joseph T. Deal of Norfolk, which, when enacted,
tightened warrant requirements and imposed severe fines
for illegal searches of cccupied pullman berths and baggage.
The lawmakers also made it easy for owners to recover confiscated automobiles ana went on to cut appropriations. 12
The normally tightiy controlled General Assembly
thus asserted its independence to the delight of wets.
However, control was soon reestablished by the Democratic
ma.chine under Senator Martin's chief lieutenant and political
heir, Hal Flood., who was also the uncle of Harry Flood Byrd,
Sr. A disciplined General Assembly would in 1924 enact the
Layman Act, generally recognized as the most sweeping and
severe dry law to be adopted by any state. 13

12 smith, Report ••• , 1921, p. 5.
Clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• ,"November 9, 1933.
A fitting epitaph to
Peters' administration of the Department of Prohibition was
the demise in 1920 of the Virginian, the unofficial organ of
the Department, and of which Peters was part owner.
13clarke, "Seventeen Years ••• ,_ 11 November· 9, 1933.
Acts of General Assembly: 1924, chap •. 407.

CB.APTER VIII
CONCLUSIOXS
When measured by the goals of the Anti-Saloon League,
prohibition was effective in the 1916 to 1920 period treated
in this study.

It reduced drinking, especially in public,

considerably.

The earliest and most marked evidence of this

was in the lower socio-economic classes, among whom the abt:se
of alcohol had been the greatest social problem.

The

corne~

saloon, as a center of vice and a consurr.er of workers' Fri<.S_ay.
paychecks, disappeared as did public

drt..u1~enness.

Employers

noticed a significant reduction in absenteeism and accidents
relating to

dru.~keness,

and there is every reason to credit

prohibition with some improvement in individual family welfare.
Drys could point to official sanction against liquor
as anti-social in the passage of the 1·:app Law in 1916.

Irohibition

was a victory for the churches and the middle...class, and for

the virtue of te!iiperance, which many believed to be indigenous

to old-stock Aoericans.

To many it was viewed as an a.ccepta:t:ce

by society of its responsibility to help its weaker members

by setting a good example.

Virginians enjoyed for a time a

sense of crusading enthusiasm and a general wil1ingness to
give prohibition a chance.

[72]
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While difficult to assess, a certain prosperity
during the early months of prohibition resulted from money
being diverted into other areas of. the state•s econooy and
from fatter paychecks ·earned .by men who spent more time on. the
job.

In the early months the.more affluent tolerated.the
nuisance of having to order limited stocks from out of

state •

.Thay were indifferent to the grunbling of the lower classes,
who were denied access to quick and cheap beer and whiskey
from the saloon and who could not afford the price of bottledin-bond from raryland.

Few cries of protest were heard from

the upper classes until pre-1916 stocks were exhausted and

agents of the Dei:artment of Prohibition made inroads on the
flow of liquor, legal ar..d illegal, frol!': the

north~

Eeanwhile 1

Negroes and lor; income whites never supported :prohibition,
but most did not vote because of disfranchisement or apathy,
and they were never factors in the political struggle over

Peters ar..d the Department of Prohibition.
A basic flaw in Virginia prohibition in the long run
was that it had been a political victory rather than a public
conversion.

It had been more a victory for Cannon and the

League than the result of a ground swell of popular conviction •
.Eany, who only wisheC. to get rid of the saloon, were swept
along in the fervor for prohibition.

;;either moderates, who

were just caught up in the movement, nor ardent drys en7isioned
the measures

Fete~s

would feel necessary for strict enforcement.

Hany r...a.i vely thought the deed was done with the passage of the
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dry law, but on no other issue was the minority· less willing
to comply with the will of the majority, and in no other area

was its unwillingness as obvious or troublesome.

As the

novelty wore off and the realities of prohibition, as enforced
by Peters, becarr.e clear, the enthusiasm and goodwill of

many of its initial supporters faded, and Peters and the Department came in for increasing criticism froo all sides.
The· choice of J. Sidney Peters was a mistake, even

though he was a man of unquestioned honesty and dedication.
Unfortu..11ately, he interpreted his appointment as a mandate
fro~

heaven and saw hicself as an Isaiah, chastizing his

people with God. 1 s almighty rod.

"Virginians were made to feel

guilty though never intellectually persuaded of personal
gu.ilt.

This left an often unconscious sense of injustice

which became deeply

distv..rbi~g

to rnar-y, and in time the

benefits wrought by prohibition were outweighed by resentment of
Peters and his agents.
In reality Peters never had the power that either

his supporters nor his

~etractors

believed he had.

.

-'

Pe+-orr.:

....,""'

better than anyone else, knew the liraits and frustrations
of his job.

A restrictive budget ffiade him very dependent on

local officers, but he was too impatient to use persuasion,
and he lacked the pm·1er to compell cooperation from local law
officers er the authority to remove

thera.

Furthermore,

Provisions of the Virginia constitution and the defectiveness of the "Ouster Law 11 made the courts· useless against lax
or

defia~t

officials.
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The Baptist and Nethodist chu::-ches, especially, were
still·four-square for Peters and his Department.

However,

they were outmaneuvered by those who claimed to simply question
the competenc·y and suitability of the incumbent commissioner
and the need for a separate
prohibitio:1.

departrn~nt

in view of national

Then too, a crusade proved more effective in

attacking the saloon than in defending a man and an agency,
especially when prohibition itself did not appear threatened.
In view of the goals Peters set for it, the Department
was underfunded and understaffed.

It therefore could not

succeed without the moral leadership

a~"ld

official support of

a strong governor, a strong organization within the
Asse~oly,

or, perferably, both.

?eters had neither.

Gene~al

Governor

Davis was an Independent and was hostile to hirr; to the League,

and. to prohibition its elf.

The i<artin machine in the General

Asse:ibly, having been coerced into enacting prohibition, lacl<:ed
any enthusiasm for the Departllient and its Cotlmissioner.
Many in the legislature were resentful of Peter-s and the
Department, both ::>f whom they felt were creatures· of Cannon.
and. the League, and they found

swee~

revenge in later humbling

the League which had wielded the whip hand so effectively
in 1916.
The middle-class on whom enforcerr.ent depended was

alienated by Peters' arrogance and. :qigh-har.ded.ness and by
the intrusion of preachers into politics.

iiowever there is

no evidence that a raajority had lost faith with prohibition
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by 1920.

l?erhaps·for that very reason, they did not hestita.te

to remove Peters ar.d curb the influence in state politics
of the League, feeling that Peters and the League had hampered
a fair trial of prohibition.

Peters' downfall, then, should

not be viewed a.s a result of rejection by Virginians of
prohibition, for enough were satisfied that its beneficial
effects outweighed objections over incon7enience
rights.

and personal

Disillusionment and contempt for the law did not

becor:e widespread uJitil after the mid-1920 1 s, and support for
thoroughgoi~g

enf orcecent was still strong enough in 1924

for the passage of the

Lay~an

Act, considered to be the most

comprehensive and strict of a.11 state dry laws.
J. Sidney Feters was not the only casualty of the

struggle over prohibition.

aespect for the latt itself, especially

when personified by the arrogance of a professional dry,
fell to a new low, differing or.Ll.y in degree with the general
conten!pt for the dry law in the early 1930's before repeal.
Virginia saw

frien.C.s and relatives bitterly di v·ided over

a concept of moral superiority.
by

Drys, theoretically motivated

a. laudable concern fer the welfare of their fellow men,

sat in judger;:ent over their personal lives and found

the

drift toward the exercise of moral tyranny irresistable.
Intolerance on both sides of the prohibition question made
rational discussion difficult and caused both citizens and
lawmakers to
closed minds.

assur:~e

';lith

inflexible positions which they defended with
prohibition, goverri.nent thrust itself into
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.

.

citizens' private lives to a degree hitherto unknown, foreshadowing
the "big government" we have come to know today_.
J. Sidney Peters, in many

~·rays

a t.ragic f lgure,

was thrust into a role which required a bler..d of firr:mess
and diplomacy he did not possess.

He had become obsessed with

prohibition as an end in itself rather than a means for the
betterment of society.

As with other militant drys, the

cause of true temperance had soon evolved for him into total

___

..
abstainance,
to be won or lost on the field of political battle •

He

ex..~ibited

little faith in his fellow men, or in the ability

of a maturing society to chose moderation over excess.
His fellotr Virginians would not tolerate a Savanarola, a
role fellow drys

encou~aged

hira to assuoe, ar.d in the end

it was the moderates, not the extreme wets who pulled him
dow:'l.

They replaced hie with a functionary, o.nd in that

act Virginia prohibition lost the character of a moral crusade
and settled dmm to merely a social experil!lent.

It would be

recognized as a poignant coincidence that Peters died in

1933 just after Virginia repealed both state and national
prohibition.
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